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are working on a rooftop downtown and the next, across the 
world in the middle of nowhere.  Having been one of you 
once, I also think it’s because I sat behind a mixing cart a 
lot longer than I sat at a desk.  This is the kind of content I’d 
talk about with you if I visited your set when I was shoot-
ing on the stage next to yours.  As the years stack up, I find 
I enjoy the war stories more and more.  I guess that’s what 
happens as I ungracefully become an ‘old timer’.  That’s 
why this magazine will always have such stories in it from 
me and other mixers with diverse backgrounds.  In this is-
sue, Dick Hansen will regale us about his days on the road 
with Aerosmith.  In our next issue, Tim Cooney will discuss 
his start from being a former elephant trainer.  How’s that 
for entries into our business that led to both of them becom-
ing production sound mixers?  Their stories got me think-
ing about my own past; and in the words of Yogi, it’s Déjà 
Vu all over again…. My doctor says it’s a symptom of too 
many years on the sets looking at soundproofed walls, and 
then stopping cold turkey.  The only known cure is to talk 
it out in a magazine column.  Luckily, for my therapy, I just 
happen to have a column right here.  
 You see, when I enter a studio stage today, like a 
Stage 16 at Paramount for example, where I have probably 
worked on several different shows, the rush of flashbacks 
fill my head.  First, I see the same spot where I stood, next 
to a young Jeff Wexler on Foul Play.  I then look over to one 
side and re-call myself sitting at the card table on set, next 
to Don Coufal and Dave Walsh, thirty-two years ago.  Then 
I start flashing on the other shows, where I stood in that 
exact spot long ago too.   Even when I drive by someplace 
in the middle of nowhere, I’ll suddenly realize I had spent 
many hours of my life with a cart parked at the very location 
where I’m driving by.  It happens everywhere I go in this 
town.  Is it just me?  
 For instance, every time I drive by the old Queen 
of Angels Hospital (now called the Sleep Center), I clearly 
remember looking down at the teamsters and set cops in the 
base camp parking lot for Rocky II, twenty floors below…
just before Charlie Wilborn and I lobbed our water bombs 
down on them. Not one or two, but a tray of twenty, in a 
barrage that rained down for a full minute.  You see, when 
you fill a styrofoam cup with water and then gaffer tape it 
closed, the explosion of white pieces mixes with big globs 
of water to make for wonderful carnage and an excellent 
explosion sound to boot, as it hits the parking lot.  (Remem-

ber, we were trained professionals, so don’t try this yourself). 
Then, there was the new set cop the next day that parked his 
Harley right below us and then sat in a fold up chair next 
to his bike.  When he finally was leaning back, reading the 
paper, feet up on his bike…we scored a direct hit.  He flew 
over backwards like a bomb had dropped.  It sort of did.  Of 
course, dealing with the huffing red-faced teamsters and cops 
rushing onto our set always took director Stallone’s very best 
efforts to calm them down.  Especially after three days of this.  
It got where they (our now unfriendly enemy) were crouch-
ing behind barriers and using binoculars to try and spot the 
snipers (us) in action.  Hysterical, but all good things must end 
and Sly finally told Charlie to cool it, though he was laughing 
when he did.  I’ll let Charlie tell you more when he does an 
upcoming article for us on Rocky I thru XXXVIII.

gize that our magazine sometimes 
has a personal slant to it.  Ok, I 
admit, the picture of my daughter 
is personal.  As for the rest, my 
defense is that your jobs are unique 
and don’t fit into the typical au-
dio magazine format.  Where else 
would you find two articles about 
shooting deep in the jungle?  That’s 
the business we are in.  One day we 

 I often feel I should apolo-
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 You see, elaborate gags used to pass our time.  Let’s 
face it, without the cell phone toys of today, we would have 
went out of our minds from the hours of hurry up and wait 
time we have to kill.  Idle minds are the devil’s playground, 
so a big part of the fun was in the long planning stages and 
anticipation of our elaborate little plans.  I know this is hard 
to believe, but sets were actually fun, until about 1985, when 
they weren’t.  It was the best of times for hankie-panky.  No-
body can say I had a mis-spent youth.  Stunts like ours would 
get you fired in a Hollywood minute now, but back then, 
they were appreciated as an art form, that is, when it wasn’t 
on you.  There was a lot of the basic hanging chairs from the 
greens (remember those?), hot foots and lighting their news-
papers on fire while they were reading them kind of stuff.  



Personally, I liked the craft service table for my quickie 
entertainment.  They were not as full of goodies as they 
are now (I could have serious fun today), but sometimes 
they provided easy ammo for cherry tomato ambushes and 
switching the salt and sugar silliness.  However, the most 
fun I ever had was scheming with Charlie Wilborn.  He was 
the king of elaborate gags.  Here’s one- remember that this 
was long before the internet and cell phones.  So when we 
were in a remote location on Ordinary People, and the car 
AM radios were out of range of civilization, Charlie sprung 
what I re-call as the perfect cruel trick, when the US hos-
tages were taken in Iran.  

It was an emotional day to say the least and the cast and 
crew was starved for any news about it.  So always ready 
to please, Charlie changed his voice (by holding his nose) 
and recorded a completely disgusting and fictional radiocast 
account of the “live” event.  Then he covered the nagra with 
a cloth, put a fake radio on top of it and suddenly yelled 
“quiet”.  The whole set came over to hear the radio (nagra) 
news as Charlie’s phony newscast played on.  Charlie’s fake 
version was so real (and provoking) that it had the cast and 
crew ready to enlist for war.  As the day went on, Charlie’s 
lies went out all over the set, as fact.  Soon it was being 
embellished upon as all stories are.  The next day, although 
some were suspicious, no one realized the newscast was 
phony because they had heard the “radio” with their own 
ears.  You had to be there to understand how fast it made 
those two days fly by, which was the point of doing this 
stuff.
 Charlie and I also used to join forces to subtly 
mess with his boom operator, Bill Gocke, simply because 
he would get so pissed off.  Normally, your own crew was 
off limits, but Bill was such a natural target, there was no 
way Charlie would let him work in peace.  You see, first 
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off, Bill was shall we say… cheap.  He wouldn’t pay to have 
commissary lunches with us.  Instead, his lovely wife Cheryl 
would pack his lunches.  It all started slowly.  One day, we 
switched his hard boiled egg for a fresh egg.  It took him a 
week to catch us.  Then we put hot sauce on his peanut butter 
sandwich and stuck around to watch him bite into it, clas-
sic response.  The game became more fun as I then had to 
scout high and low to find his increasingly well-hidden lunch 
bag.  When he was onto the sandwich and egg gag, we then 
injected his unpeeled orange with hot sauce.  Now that was 
the one I’ll rest my hat on.  Bill Gocke was also a really quiet 
guy and no one could pronounce his last name.  So one day, 
when we had about 500 extras on set, I surreptitiously put a 
sign on his back that said “CALL ME GO-KEY”.  He never 
figured out why everyone was calling him by his name, even 
after I snuck the sign off him.   Bill has won a lot of awards 
for mixing “24”, but I’m sure he still looks over his shoulder 
for us.
 There was a spell where I was averaging about 9 
months a year on films that were shooting primarily out of 
town. Ah, to be young, single and on location.  That’s why 
they say locations are for the kids.  It started for me on a TV 
series in Las Vegas called Vegas (remember Dan Tana?), and 
later, onto film locations everywhere else. You can imagine 
the trouble I got into, especially after my divorce.  Of course, 
the married crew never did anything like we did.  They stayed 
in their room, sometimes.  Back then, we couldn’t even make 
a phone call from anywhere until we got back to the hotel 
room.  So after the calls home, the fun began.  Some of us 
even had a cold beverage or two, but we always managed to 
get at least two or three hours sleep so we were always well 
rested the next day.  I really don’t know how I lived through 
it.
 By the time I left Charlie, I had honed my skills for 
my TJ Hooker booming days.  You see there is a secret awful 
smelling scent that I should never mention so that it’s horrible 
power is never unleashed again (hint:  It’s called Morn__g 
Br__ze).  Vince Garcia (my Vegas mentor) found it at a 
Chinatown novelty shop one day and Vic Shiro then tested it 
out on a holding room of innocent extras.  Voilà, it cleared the 
whole room of screaming people in 20 seconds flat.  So we 
now owned the ultimate secret weapon.  I would have to use 
it very carefully when I nailed William Shatner.  If caught, 
that joke might have got me fired.  That’s because although 
anything went, our plan may even cross that line.  How could 
we not do it?  One day, the perfect time had come.  We were 
towing the squad car on a sweltering 110 degree summer day.  
Shatner and co-star Adrian Zmed were doing a scene in the 
front seat.  They were melting under the heat and lights, yet 
whenever we rolled, they still had to put the windows up and 
turn the air off.  So after Take 3, just before we rolled again, 
I jumped off the insert vehicle, opened the back door and 
pretended to tape something down.  Then I liberally dumped 
the whole bottle into the backseat and quickly jumped back 
on the insert car, just as we rolled the camera.  The delayed 
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effect was priceless.  Half-way through the scene, Shatner 
called Zmed bad names and vice-versa.  The confused direc-
tor cut as they jumped out of the squad car pointing fingers at 
each other.  That shut us down for a good twenty minutes as 
I prayed they wouldn’t figure it out.  They never did.  Only 
two other sound persons know my secret.  The statue of set 
limitations has run out after thirty years, and now I can tell 
you about it.  That perfume was so effective that we only used 
it rarely after the Shatner smell out day.  (Mostly because I 
tended to spill it on myself.)  However, on Hotel, the key grip 
was pulling some vicious gags on my sound mixer, so I had to 
equalize things by bringing back the secret weapon.  I’d walk 
behind his chair and splash the perfume on his shirt once a 
day.  Sadly, because I kind of liked that guy for his hardcore 
gags and setting good cutters for me (anyone remember when 
that really mattered?).  I would have much rather nailed the 
flat lighting jerk of a DP or his gaffer…. but after all, our 
honor was at stake.  Still some days I couldn’t resist nailing 
all three of them.  The victim gets immune to the smell after 
ten minutes, but everywhere they go, people quickly become 
aware of their presence.  

 I have to admit that some of the ribbing came at my 
expense because a few of my own screw-ups were legendary.  
Like when, on the first day on the set of Brubaker, the star 
(Redford) saved the cast from my rolling cart as it barreled 
down the hill towards them.  (I guess I should have parked it 
on a more level spot.) Then there were a couple of oversleep-
ing incidents on Moment by Moment.  It wouldn’t have been 
a big deal except that back then, the third person (me) took 
the walkies home each night and charged them, then brought 
them back every day.  It was kind of hard to do their traffic 
control for the driving scenes without them.  I think the alarm 
never went off for my 7 am call.  This was four days before 
I bought a battery powered back-up clock.  About 10 am, the 
ringing phone woke me up.  Did it cross my mind that I prob-
ably should not have been out so late that night? Nah….but 
I set a land speed record driving to the Malibu location from 
Van Nuys.  However I didn’t have much room for an excuse 

when it happened again three days later.  They were real an-
gry, but Wilborn didn’t fire me, he knew it could happen to 
anybody.  Well, that’s not exactly what he said.  Then there 
was the time I re-loaded the Nagra with the same roll we just 
recorded.  He was a tad madder about my erasing the morn-
ing’s work.  I sure would have fired my third if he did that.  
Luckily, I got my act together by the time I went booming, 
and I made a steadfast rule to be in bed by 3 am every night.
 Every show had its own memorable fresh set of 
adventures for lots of other reasons than recording the 
sound.  We all have them.  I’m not saying that everything 
was always better back then.  I heard there were a lot of 
drugs around and alcohol was everywhere, but who knew 
better then?  Even the prop truck gave out all the free beer 
you wanted and some old timers would begin sampling long 
before wrap.  It was really good clean fun.  Crews were just 
closer in general because we often shared so much….espe-
cially the hangovers.  Today, you may all have those hand 
held devices to quietly pass the time, but you’ll never know 
what fun you’re missing.
 When it is said and done, the majority of our lives 
will have been spent on productions.  The fact is that we 
spend nearly twice as many hours doing our jobs than our 
friends and neighbors do at their “normal” jobs.  How many 
of them have to regularly work twelve to fourteen hour days, 
if it’s a civilized show?  Looking back at the many things in 
life we’ve missed out on, I’m sure it’s not been a good thing. 
Now that I work only 8 hour days, I clearly see it’s been 
a pact with the devil to rob us of our lives.  Why can’t we 
work less than twelve hour days?  Even fifty hour weeks are 
still too much when compared to other American workers.  
Therefore, it’s important to at least work on jobs we like, 
with people we like, under conditions we like working in.  
The reality is that too often it’s quite the opposite.  Then we 
work in situations that are bad and with people who do not 
treat us with respect.  To keep going, we have to tell our-
selves that show will be over soon.  After all, part of our job 
description as audio gypsies is to always be looking for the 
next job.  
 So, over the years, we will work with the same 
sound crews for months, years and sometimes decades.  
Naturally that creates a special bond between most sound 
crews that lasts forever …sort of our own blood in code.  We 
travel together, eat together and hang together.  It is a more 
special tie than other set crafts have because everyone else 
on the set works for what the camera sees.  Sound crews, 
however, must often go against that grain to achieve good 
audio recordings.  No one else knows what that means as 
we tip toe along that fine line every day.  On locations, we 
travel together in the van at the crack of dawn, work all day 
together and then maybe dinner and a few beers…day after 
day, for several months a year.  Most of my closest friends in 
life are sound people I have worked with.    
 The ridiculously long hours mean we spend more 
time with each other than with our own families.  We share 
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our daily lives together and that means every emotional part 
of our lives, including our successes, happiness, sickness, 
marriage, births, divorce #1, marriage #2, divorce #2 (the biz 
is pretty tough on relationships) …sometimes we even share 
the grief of death.  In fact, one day on a film called LOADED 
WEAPON 1, my wonderful boom operator, Johnny Owens, 
didn’t show up for work. Sadly, he had drowned the day 
before.  If you see that film, there is a thoughtful single card 
credit that was supposed to memorialize him.  Unfortunately, 
the prints went out with a terrible clerical mistake, substituting 
my name instead of his.  So at the screening, we all watched 
the greatly exaggerated announcement of my death, on a single 
card credit.  In fact, I just saw my eulogy again on HBO last 
week. see http://vimeo.com/5026022 What a weird feeling that 
was.  
 I do know for a fact that your job is harder and less 
appreciated now than ever before.  When I came up, wireless 
products were rarely used.  Now, perspective sound has been 
replaced by an expectation to hear close-up wired sound at all 
times, regardless of how wide the shot is.  We used to be given 
plenty of room on the set to operate.  Anyone under thirty 
won’t believe this, but a big ole Fisher boom was welcomed 
on the set.  It was given automatic space, just like the camera 
dolly, because that was part of the art of film-making.    Lights 
were worked out around the set in such a way that a mike 
could reasonably move overhead without shadows, or else 
there was hell to pay.  Quality mattered and there was col-
laboration among the whole crew.  Even the sound mixer’s cart 
got priority space placement on every stage before the camera, 
lighting and grip equipment villages were set up.
 Then, in a relatively short time, the entire art of film-
making took a turn for the worse.  A new crop of workers, 
trained outside of the studio system were smart, and techni-
cally good, but how could they ever be ready for this level 
of work, when most had never even stepped foot on a studio 
sound stage, until long after they had learned their version of 
the craft?  Their training model before that was in practical 
houses, buildings and warehouses.  There was no such thing as 
lights on green beds or wild walls that can be removed.  Now 
with the advent of video assist, directors and crew have lost 

From a time when booms were actually used on stages.

touch with the set itself.  Soft lights cover general areas so 
cameras can pan on whim and Fisher booms are frowned 
upon as prehistoric beasts.  In fact, even when the Fisher 
boom has room to work, the general apathy and lack of 
crew understanding can make any sound crew hesitant to 
even bother trying to re-educate them.  It makes no sense 
that a wall can’t be pulled on stage in the name of better 
art.  Give me a break.  Even a soap opera still pulls a wall 
out so cameras and crews can work more efficiently.  There 
is no way having a camera, jammed up against a set wall, 
on a stage can always be the best possible shot.  Stage 
sets were built so that walls could be quickly removed.  It 
inhibits the creative freedom of the DP and director when 
that wild wall (do those still exist?) is not purposely pulled 
to make the best pictures they can.  That’s why we are sup-
posed to shoot on stages in the first place!  The art of film 
is disappearing rapidly as other political factors creep in.  
I’ve even had an actor yell at my fine boom operator (Rich-
ard Kite) for quietly booming from the greens.  Said it was 
too distracting to act.  I marked that day in my mind as the 
beginning of the end.  Now, I am even hearing instances of 
actors telling boom operators to stay out of their eye line!  
Add pic here of John on boom.  Title it “The lost art of 
film-making”) 
 Changes on film and video production are going to 
go against us and fewer of us will qualify for medical ben-
efits.  So at least stay safe.  For example, don’t get bullied 
into the trunks of cars with actors acting while they drive 
with cameras hanging off the sides.  Through it all, sound 
crews have had to adapt to a new world of multi-tracking 
and using wires, with less regard for the art and subsequent 
lack of general respect for sound crews.  Through it all, 
we don’t let our pain show as we roll with the punches, 
because, after all, we are professionals.  
 I can’t say goodbye without reminding you that 
more work will be coming soon as cost saving experiments 
like the Leno show knocking out five episodic shows, fail.  
Eventually, the real ways to save money (shooting effi-
ciently with a single producer) will come back.  Congratu-
lations to you for hanging tough for so long. The actor’s 
labor troubles that affected us all will soon bring happier 
days as film productions finally get going again.  Coffey 
Sound is a gauge of our industry and, believe me, we suf-
fered as much as you have.  We will emerge out of it better 
than ever as our core staff is still with us and we used the 
down time to beef up our infrastructure.  Recently the Los 
Angeles and New York post facilities of Postworks and 
Orbit, were added to our sister group of companies.  That 
association should be quite beneficial to you all because it 
gives you another avenue for workflow solutions and an 
advocate in me, whenever you need it.
 This year marks the 21st Anniversary of Coffey 
Sound.  Thanks again for your patronage.

John Coffey,
President of Coffey Sound
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NEWS FLASH:  H.I.G. Capital, a leading Miami-based 
private equity firm, announced the acquisition of PostWorks 
and its subsidiary Orbit Digital, Inc, as an addition to its 
Telecorps Holdings family of companies, which includes 
Wexler Video and Coffey Sound.  We believe this platform 
has tremendous growth opportunities,” says Elliot Maluth, 
Managing Director of H.I.G. Capital’s San Francisco office. 

 David Rosen, CEO of PostWorks/Orbit Digital, 
adds, “We have worked towards creating this kind of syn-
ergy for a long time. Customers are searching for the highest 
quality solutions with the fewest points of contact. They 
want a provider who can facilitate all aspects of the acquisi-
tion, editing and finishing of content. The aggregation of 
these companies provides that answer.” 

 Chris Thompson, Wexler President & CEO, adds, 
“Now we have a tremendous partner, not only well respect-
ed for their expertise, but very customer-centric and innova-
tive. We couldn’t be happier.” 

 John Coffey says:  “For years, Coffey Sound has 
collaborated with post in pioneering the digital audio work-
flows from the set to final delivery.  This new relationship 
will be huge benefit to our clients.”

 About PostWorks and Orbit Digital:   PostWorks is 
one of the film and television industry’s most comprehen-
sive digital motion picture and post-production companies, 
offering one complete source for every postproduction re-
quirement including film processing, telecine/scanning, non-
linear editorial and picture finishing, HD mastering, Digital 
Intermediate workflows and film recording, as well as 
comprehensive film and TV sound services. In 2006, Post-
Works merged with Orbit Digital, a leading global provider 
of mobile post production systems and support services, to 
broaden its collaboration with the feature film and television 
communities from locations in Los Angeles, London and 
New York. Together, PostWorks and Orbit Digital employ 
a worldclass team of artists and have collaborated with 
filmmakers on numerous Emmy Award-winning television 
series and Academy Award-winning feature films. 

 For more information visit www.postworks.com. 

INTRODUCING NOISE BARNCALO - 
Coffey Sound alumni, Noise Barnaclo is off to work on 

production.  He already has set experience, knows the gear 
as well as anyone and has a good personality. He would 
make a top notch third for any sound crew.  I’d use him 

myself if I were still mixing. - John Coffey

Kevin Compayre sent us this picure of the explosion that 
blew “The Unit” right off the CBS fall line-up.

SNIPPETS

Kamal Humphrey’s cart on the set of American Idol
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NEW ARTWORK 
COMING



 John asked me to write a detailed article on 
ENTOURAGE for “The Audio Files Magazine ”.  It only 
took me to my 3rd Season to get around to it.  So here I 
am working on a truly fun yet challenging, rocket ship of 
a ride…with some nice people!  My first challenge was to 
establish my style on a show where the sound department 
turnover rivals Spinal Tap’s drummers. Five sound depart-
ments within the first 3 seasons.  The reality was, I found 
myself on a show so grand & ambitious that the only way 
to meet the need was to break a few molds. Entourage is 
all about finding solutions to push the limits of everything 
we do. You can only achieve that with some pretty great 
crewmates and leadership. Entourage has an abundance of 
both. Somehow I fooled them, because they keep inviting 
me back.
 The daily sound challenges are wide & tights, 
walk & talks, lights, AC units, fountains ….(you name it 
left on at all locations) and finding clear frequencies for
the 8 radio mics at each stop.  One scene comes to mind; 
the location was a café on Sunset Blvd. with outdoor 
seating. The actors were seated …yep..street-side. A bus 
pulled away and it was so loud my glasses almost vibrated 
off my head, the director looked over and asked, “We ok”? 
All I could do was smile.

Here are the basics of our Show:
1/2-hour sitcom, two-35mm handheld cameras, shot on loca-
tion. Entourage is shot as a feature…everything is big. Last 
week we had 600 extras. Season 5 we traveled to Hawaii, 
Vegas, Joshua Tree, & New York. (I did mention it’s a 1/2 
hour sitcom.)

My Equipment:
My main cart is built on a custom Chinhda V3 cart. Lec-
trosonics wireless feed a Cooper 208 mixer, which distrib-
utes to 3 recorders. A Deva 5.8, Metacorder with 12 inputs 
and a 702T. Both Deva & Metacorder record the 8 ISO 
tracks + 2-track mix. The 702T records the 2-track mix. All 
recorders mirror to DVD-RAM.
The Over the Shoulder Pack again has Lectrosonics wire-
less feeding a Sound Devices 788T with the CL8 controller 
plus a 744T. The 788T records the 8 ISO tracks + the two 
track mix. The 744T records the two-track mix. All recorders 
mirror to DVD-RAM.  With this configuration the over the 
shoulder pack can provide the same track count & delivery 
DVDs as the Main Cart. This is important to “Entourage” 
because I am over the shoulder 80% of the time. This is due 

Tom Stasinis 
Sound Mixer for
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to being on location most of the show. Sometimes five a day. 
We can start with a walk & talk that begins in one build-
ing and continues across a street then into another building. 
Next shot is inside a Beverly Hills store, then into the back-
seat of some of the coolest cars around, to drive & shoot to 
the next location. All that before lunch…you get the idea.
 Monday I will have a back seat review of the new 
Ferrari, which in California, won’t be allowed on roads till 
2010.  On Entourage, we end up on lavs 80% of the time. 
If mixed with the correct amount of air they can sound ok. 
Sure I would choose a boom over a lav every time, but 
this is about meeting a need not perfection. A very popular 
cartoon character’s slogan states “It’s not just good…. its 
good enough”!  Truth is, thanks to the great work of my 
crew, Dennis Fuller & Debbie Pinthus, we get some great 
sounding results.  Good thing Entourage was not my first 
2 camera handheld show that was heavily location-based, 
because I was lucky enough to do all 3 seasons of “Arrested 

Development”.  The big difference is I could fly 2 booms 
90% of the time then, but it did prep me for a more unpre-
dictable style of shooting. My recorders back then were a 
good old PD4 & ProTools LE. Yes, I ran ProTools on set for 
years and it was a big hit with post. This was due to the fact 
that I was a re-recording mixer and knew ProTools (& by 
necessity Macs) inside and out. I was able to bring ProTools 
multi track to the set long before the great all in one boxes 
were common.
 When it comes to gear I like to keep things cur-
rent. I usually sell my gear after threee years.  This way I 
experience fewer failures and am always up on the current 
systems. There are a few exceptions, like my Cooper 208 & 
my Chinhda cart; I plan on keeping them as long as I can!  A 
few words about the Cart. I discovered Chinhda through our 
fearless leader Mr. Mark Ulano. When Mark asked Adam 
Blantz who he should hire to configure and migrate his sys-
tems onto this new cart, Adam gave me a call. What I saw 
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was truly amazing, I was hooked. I just finished Mark’s 
new cart in time for Grindhouse. I knew then that I wanted 
a Chinhda cart, but my cart was fine and the price was, 
shall we say, a tad high. That was however, until my cart 
was all but folded in half…not saying who…just was….. 
things happen sometimes for a reason. My Chinhda cart 
made its debut on Season 5 Entourage and it has proven to 
be worth every penny.
 The reason I use my 788T instead of my Deva for 
my over the shoulder rig, was the fact that with the CL8, 
I could have a hardware fader & per-amp gain control for 
every channel.  Also, I could still fit a second recorder in 
the bag for the 2 track mix output and the 7 series record-
ers will write to 3 medias simultaneously . This provides 
me with a backup to take home on compact flash with-
out additional mirroring. I have always been involved in 
electronics and if something did not exist I built it. This 
includes such projects as a programmable automatic rocket 
launcher for my model rockets to Owner of “Firestation 
Recorders”, partner in “Blankenship” Custom Guitar Amps 
and my current effort “The Director’s Friend “ a portable 
handheld director’s monitor. Right now, my business 
partner & I are developing a new boom pole with a very 
unique design.  Hope John gets a smile from knowing all 
my recorders (less my early 744T & Pro Tools) came from 
Coffey Sound…Thanks for the Deva 5.8, Metacorder, 
788T & 702T, Love them all!  Also, thanks for all the great 
service!

Tom Stasinis:

Debbie Pinthus and Dennis Fuller in a happy moment on set.

Tom suiting up for another ride.
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In our last issue, we followed Kamal Humphrey through 
the early part of the American Idol road audition shows.  
Last week, Coffey Sound visited the live set of American 
Idol with Ed Greene. I do mean live!  Unlike film and epi-
sodic televison, all mistakes must to be minimized or they 
will wind up in your living room seconds later.  This live 
show is also far more complicated by the music factor.  
Ed is the live production sound mixer and he graciously 
allowed us to spend the day.  This blockbuster has a very 
well coordinated audio team following a rigorous audio 
route, from the auditions to the finale show of the Ameri-
can Idol series.  Trust me when I say that mixing all the 
spontaneous elements of this show live, is not for the faint 
of heart.  
 Mixing for American Idol has many unique chal-
lenges. It has a host, many contestants, four judges, spe-
cial guests, a large orchestra,  along with pre-taped ENG 
pieces from all over the country. A crew of many dedicat-
ed professionals are needed to make sure all the audio as-
pects are covered. The head of this crew is Ed Greene. Ed 
is in charge of combining the music, dialogue, effects and 
audience elements into a 5.1 broadcast of American Idol. 
“For other shows I use a script…but not on this show,” he 
says. He has to decide, on the fly, the “probable” flow of 
dialogue between host, judges and contestants. This may 
include multiple over-laps and interruptions from anyone 
at any time. It is that spontaneity that contributes to mak-
ing American Idol the most watched show on television. 

“This show is all preparation. I have a great crew dedicated 
to this project.  I guide it, but I let them do their job because 
they know what they’re doing. In addition, because we are 
live, we always have a Plan B.” 
 The host, Ryan Seacrest, wears two microphones.  
One is the Shure Micro Pak with a Shure WL51 cardiod 
mike and the other, the Sennheiser 5012 with a Sennheiser 
omni Platinum lav. On occasion, when Ryan talks from the 
“mosh pit”, he uses a handheld mike to be heard over the 
sometimes rowdy crowd. 
 Each contestant also wears the Sennheiser 5012 with 
omni Platinum lav.  The four judges have a Shure Minipak 
with Platinum lavs.  In addition, there are Neumann KM-184 
table mics for each of the judges. The frequency coordina-
tion for the 40+ RFs on this stage is handled by David Bel-
lamy. On the stage next door, David also provides 40+ RFs 
for Dancing with the Stars. His extraordinary skill allows 
both shows to operate successfully, at the same time.
 Randy Faustino of Creative Sound Solutions, mixes 
all the music for the televised show. During rehearsal, he 
sets basic levels on his Digidesign Venue Profile console and 
creates a snapshot for each performance. These snapshots 
are saved in the board and are recalled during the live show. 
When a song ends, he can recall the next song. During each 
performance, Randy relies on his skill to make any subtle 
modifications needed..  Ed says “Randy mixes in an outside 
trailer and feeds me separate stereo vocal and orchestra 
stems.  This allows me to create a 5.1 mix for air as well as a 

Mixing
With

ED GREENE

Above:  Ed Greene mixing live.  He has a foot control under console too13 The Coffey Audio Files  |  Issue 02 2009



stereo mix for local monitoring and backup.”  Tim Hatayama 
sits behind Randy, while using Pro Tools 7.3, monitors the 
recording and bounces the tracks down for archive.  Tim 
speaks highly of the crew, “We owe a lot to the A2’s on the 
floor.  They’re like brothers.”  
 During the show, it is important to capture the 
energy of the audience for broadcast.  Ed has  a frontal array 
of eight mics with 2 Sennheiser 416’s at the corners, two 
Countryman hypercardiods for the “mosh pit” and four more 
Countryman hypercardiods behind the judges.  The rear 
array consists of four more Sennheiser 416’s.  To be able to 
keep his hands free, Ed uses a unique audience “footpedal” 
to control the audience level to air.
 Because music levels are quite strong in the house, 
Christian Schrader augments (sweetens) the audience pri-
marily during music performances.  He is very professional 
and his sounds not only match the real audience, but are only 

heard during actual fan responses.
 Mike Parker remains hidden behind the stage, 
providing the fold back and monitor mixes for contestants, 
guest performers and the orchestra. During rehearsals, 
Michael first mixes all of the instruments to a level he feels 
is proper. Then he communicates with each artist about the 
levels and effects that they feel they need to hear to create 
their best performance. This mix is sent to the artist’s wedge 
speakers, side fill speakers and/or in-ear monitors. Michael 
also provides monitor mixes for Ricky Minor, (the conduc-
tor) and the orchestra as Randy Faustino records each perfor-
mance in console memory and recalls them on air.  
 Andrew Fletcher (Fletch) does all of the above for 
the house PA.  He is located centrally behind the audience, 
mixing for them and the judges.  As with Randy and Mike, 
he stories all the performances in memory, to be recalled at 
the right time on air. His mix is barely heard by the artist, 

Debbie Fecteau with her collection 
of Sennheiser and Lectrosonics. 

Kristie and John doing their Simon and 
Paula imitations - into practical Neumann mics.



and is generally a different balance of instruments than 
requested by the artist onstage. 
 The actual chain of audio events and technicians 
are as follows:
The Auditions:  All done in various cities all over the coun-
try. This is a crew headed up by Jeff and Debbie Fecteau. 
Debbie mics the talent and Jeff mixes with all mics iso’d to 
tape. There are additional ENG crews covering contestant 
interviews and other color commentary.
 The Audition Programs:  Are edited with all audio 
elements passed on to Brian Riordan at Levels Audio for 
post mixing. He (and his colleagues) add VO’s, music and 
provide a finished 5.1 master to Fox for air. 
 Small Set Live Programs:  This begins the live 
series for air. While the audio crew remains the same for 
the rest of the series, this smaller set, with a rhythm sec-
tion band and about 50 audience members, starts the live, 
on air competition. The audio crew includes Ed Greene 
(production mixer), Christian Schrader (sweetener), Randy 
Faustino (music mixer), Andrew Fletcher (PA mixer), Mike 
Parker (monitor mixer), Debbie Fecteau, Dennis Mays and 
Pete San Filipo (A-2’s) with Brian Riordan and his staff 
(packages mixers).  Gary Long (themes and underscore 
mixer) plays the tension music, stings live and is an integral 
part of the live IDOL mix.
 Large Set Live Programs:  After a few weeks, and 
over a weekend, a much larger set was installed with a 
larger orchestra, that now includes Woodwinds, Brass and 
Strings. 
Audio personnel remains the same with occasional addi-
tions when other live artists perform.
 Audio Transmission:  Fox receives a 5.1 and Stereo 
mix from the control room. It is their understanding that the 
5.1 mix goes to air with stereo created from a 5.1 downmix. 
Fox network carefully upmixes their stereo commercials to 
5.1. 
 Audio Recordings-There are many, many audio 
tracks recorded during production. These include dialogue, 
music, effects and sweetening stems used for foreign distri-
bution in many countries. Their best guess is that there are 
twice as many audio tracks recorded as people
in the large studio audience. 

 Both the audition shows and studio shows are 720p 
HD programs with some SD ENG inserts.
Audiotek is the primary vendor for PA. Foldback consoles 
(Yamaha) and misc. band microphones. Soundtronics is the 
vendor for RF (Sennheisser and Shure) and RF PL equip-
ment and Ed provides the primary air console (Mackie D8B) 
and additional support equipment. (Tascam X-48, Martin-
sound Multi Max and misc. monitors. (Yamaha HS80M’s)    

MORE WITH ED GREENE  

Q:  When you get an award nomination, who do you choose 
to include? 
A:  I always try to include all the people who have had their 
mixing hands (and ears) on the project.  In film, they often 
do not do the same for the scoring mixer. Not taking away 
from the post music mixer but, in my opinion, the scoring 
mixer should definitely be included. 

Q:  How many tracks are you recording on Idol? 
A:  I make a 48-track recording on a Tascam  X-48 in my 
control room. the music mixer records all his tracks. There 
are a dozen HD video recorders next door, each with eight 
audio tracks. Each also has a different audio ISO on it. Then 
there are six edit bays upstairs with more audio programs. 
All together we’re probably recording twice as many audio 
tracks as there are people in the audience.

John and Ed Greene just before shooting Mike Parker shows Kristie how he foldbacks the music.

Randy Faustino and Tim Hatayama (off camera) work  
with the music from their own well-equipped trailer
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Q:  Ed you’ve earned a long list of respected credits rang-
ing from the Grammys, the Emmys, the Academy Awards 
to even The Obama Washington Inaugural.  Have you 
ever done any teaching? 
A:  “For 11 years, I was a part of a Recording Arts Semi-
nar at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, NY. I 
was there with some really great instructors. They gave a 
wonderful introduction to electronics, acoustics, recording 
and mixing. We had a studio up and I taught whatever it is 
that I do. all the students had hands on practical recording 
of various music groups, with later mixing. I also brought 
multi tracks of some television programs with picture to 
simulate live mixing.  

Q:  How did you become interested in mixing for televi-
sion? 
A:  When a lot of the acts I was recording started doing 
television, I found that I really enjoyed it too, so I moved 
over, doing mostly music specials. I found that as long 
as you get the program recorded, you’re pretty much left 
alone. Also, because most mixers listen with a production 
sense, if we feel we should comment to producers, we 
often do.

Q:  Is it challenging from season to season? 
A:  Yes, the production continues to evolve and the show 
is more popular than ever. Also, this year, the fox 5.1 
transmission is better than in previous years and Fox does 
a terrific job of getting the program to its affiliates.

Q:  You’ve done the Oscars over a dozen times, what is it 
like working with different producers every year? 
A:  This year was very different, with the new producers. 
Eighty percent of the Music for The Oscars was pre-
recorded. Almost all of the musical numbers were pre-
recorded, with the exception of the opening number and a 
few little things here and there. Even in the big production 
number that used Taiko drums, I felt it was necessary to 
add more from the live drums in the room to accomplish 
this, I hung two Schoeps cardioids over the stage. 

Anything can and does happen on a live show. It was a 
wonderfully fascinating day.  Many thanks to the profes-
sionals like Ed for letting us peek..  
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The Production Mixer’s Cut
by Jim Tanenbaum

 Brian De Palma watched me like a hawk for the 
first week I worked for him (on “Phantom of the Para-
dise”), until he was satisfied that I knew what I was do-
ing.  Then he ignored me unless I had a question for him.  
(Actually, I didn’t know all that much, but I convinced him 
that I did.)  By 1986, when he called me to work on “The 
Untouchables”, the fourth of five features I recorded for 
him, I did know what I was doing (most of the time).  
 One of the things I had learned was the neces-
sity of having a top-notch boom operator.  I planned to 
bring one of my regulars from L.A., and use a local third.  
Unfortunately, Art Linson, the producer, had other ideas.  
Many of Brian’s previous films had gone over schedule 
and over budget: “PotP” went from 6 to 10 weeks; “Blow 
Out” from 10 to 20; and “Body Double” went way over, 
too.  Art was going to come in under budget, no matter 
what.  To that end, I had to use a Chicago boomer as well 
as a third.  I wasn’t happy, but I accepted the situation, and 
immediately began calling the local mixers to get recom-
mendations.  Then I started to call the boom operators.

 All the good ones were working.  Those that were 
not working were not good.  “I’m a lousy boom operator 
– you don’t want me,” one of them said.  Another told me: 
“I’ve got bursitis – I can’t raise my arms above my shoul-
ders.”  I considered this as grounds for bringing an L.A. 
boomer, but Art refused: “I don’t care if you have to use a 
wino off the street – we’re not bringing anyone in.  If you 
won’t to do that, I’ll get someone else who will.”
 I agonized over this dilemma for a day, and finally 
decided that I would have to turn down the show, rather 
than do a crappy job for Brian.  But before I made the call, 
my phone rang.  It was Dale Janus, one of the recommended 
boom guys, calling to see if I had crewed up yet.  He said 
he was working on a TV show, but would leave it to take 
my feature.  Now I had a worse problem: I had never raided 
a crew – I don’t think it’s ethical, and besides, if he would 
jump ship to work with me, he might leave me just as easily 
for something else he considered a better deal.
 Then Brian called me with some sound problems 
he was worried about, and I didn’t have the heart to turn 
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him down.  I rationalized using Dale by telling myself that 
he called me, so I wasn’t really raiding his show.  Dale 
recommended Glenn Williams for third, and now I had my 
local crew.
 After this rocky start, I arrived in Chicago with 
the luxury of several days of prep.  My first stop was our 
“stage”: an abandoned warehouse.  I immediately noticed 
the “tin” (corrugated sheet steel) roof.  I went to the 1st 
A.D. and asked if the sets were intended as cover for rainy 
days.  “Of course,” he answered, “you got a problem with 
that?”
 I did, but I had long ago learned that what I had a 
problem with didn’t matter.  “Brian won’t be happy with 
the sound of the rain on the tin roof,” was my reply.  (Us-
ing his first name instead of “the director” emphasized my 
“close personal relationship”, and gave me some additional 
credibility and authority.  I had learned about game-play-
ing as well as sound recording.)
 “Oh.  What can we do?”
 I told him that the roof could be sprayed with foam 
and a sheetrock ceiling installed underneath, and that he 
should have construction contact me for the details.  Then 
I left to see the other locations.  Dealing with the various 
other problems kept me busy until we started shooting, 
and I assumed that, as usual, nothing was going to be done 
with the stage roof.
 Several days later, some of the crew started giving 
me dirty looks, but I had no idea why.  Then I found out 
– the company had hired some guy to spray the underside 
of the roof, and worse, he used UF foam, which gives off 
formaldehyde gas as it cures, further helped out by the 
increased heat of the metal sheeting as a result of insulat-
ing its underside while the sun shone on its exposed top.  It 

got so bad that no one could stay inside for more than five 
minutes.  I repeatedly explained to all and sundry that I 
was never consulted about spraying the upper, outside sur-
face, or using urethane foam.  The company’s solution was 
to cut an 8-foot diameter hole in an outside wall, and in-
stall a huge fan to blow outside air into the building, 24/7.  
Naturally, the hole let in noise along with the air, rain or 
no rain.  We did shut off the fan while shooting, but during 
long masters, the actors’ eyes would start to tear.  Some 
wag put up a plaque reading “Bhopal Studios”.  (Google it 
if you’re too young to have heard of the Bhopal disaster.)
 Our “studio” was the source of many of my chal-
lenges (problems).  The set for the courtroom scene had 
a faux dark-green marble floor, constructed of painted 
masonite.  Brian spent the entire morning rehearsing the 
shot, which consisted of a single long and very complex 
dolly move.  Dolly tracks were not an option, because the 
camera made several complete 360° pans during the shot.  
But the rubber tires gave an acceptably-smooth ride on the 
bare floor, and for once, did not squeak.  (Murphy’s Law 
fails just often enough that you cannot trust it.)  Then we 
broke for lunch.
 After we were called back, Brian rolled the first 
take.  Immediately a piercing squeal filled the courtroom 
– all four dolly wheels suddenly remembered what rubber 
does on a smooth surface.  The dolly grip was nonplused, 
and mumbled something about it being hotter than before 
lunch.  The grips quickly wrapped the tires with layer of 
grip tape, and tried again.  The squeal was gone, but re-
placed by a staccato series of chirps.  Also, all their shoes 
were squeaking now.
 “What the hell is going on?!” De Palma shouted, 
and a grip rushed in with a large bottle of baby powder.  
“No, you idiot – talcum will read on the dark floor.”  I did 
my best to appear invisible, while having my boom opera-Jim Tanenbaum with boom operator Dale Janus 
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tor contact the art department to find out what kind of paint 
they used, so I could recommend a lubricant that wouldn’t 
attack it.  In the process, much to my dismay, I found out 
that they had waxed the floor during lunch.  That was the 
cause of the cacophony.  And of course, whatever would 
remove the wax would also remove the paint.  
 With some trepidation, I approached the direc-
tor and explained things.  De Palma’s first reaction was to 
have the floor completely stripped and repainted, but Art 
would have none of that.  On the other hand, looping the 
entire scene was out of the question.  It would have to be 
shot with the dolly on tracks, and broken up into separate 
cuts with various lenses.  Brian was not happy.
 I had a solution: I knew silicone grease would stop 
the noise, and not immediately dissolve the paint.  But I 
also knew that Murphy’s Law would come into play some-
how.  While I was going over the various disaster scenarios 
in my mind, a grip showed up with a can of silicone spray.  
I managed to intercept him and suggested that he try it on 
the wheels of their taco cart in an inconspicuous corner of 
the floor before announcing that the problem was solved.  
The spray completely eliminated the squeals, but the tires 
left obvious tracks that could be seen in reflections on the 
highly polished surface.
 Then I had an epiphany: a solution to the main 
problem, but at the cost of introducing several more.  Since 
I knew Brian was desperate, I told him I could stop the 
noises, but most of the other departments would be very 
unhappy.  He didn’t care and quickly agreed.  I sent out 
for a gallon of powered graphite (you can get anything in 
Chicago), and spread it all around.  The dark-grey powder 
was invisible on the floor, and the rubber wheels were 
completely silent.  However…

 The floor now was as slippery as oiled Teflon, and 
the dolly grip just barely managed to get enough traction to 
push the dolly.  Sponge rubber soles, like I wear, quickly 
became impregnated with graphite, and made it possible to 
actually skate around the room – if you didn’t fall on your 
ass first.
 Falling down wasn’t the only problem.  The graph-
ite was tracked all over the stage, especially onto the white 
carpet in the Al Capone bedroom set.  The art department 
put down floor mats, bath towels, and even tacky paper, 
but no matter how many times the crew wiped their shoes, 
the dark powder still got on the carpet.  Even after the 
courtroom set was struck, the stage floor had acquired so 
much graphite that the newly-built sets got contaminated, 
too.  At this point, I was definitely not the most popular 
person in the company.
 Things were no better away from the stage.  Chi-
cago is a noisy city, and not just acoustically.  There were 
almost no holes in the part of the radio spectrum that my 
equipment used.  In 1986, frequency-agile equipment was 
limited.  My radio mike frequencies were fixed (fortunate-
ly in the hydrophone band around 169-172 MHz), and my 
crew was kept busy getting the 30-inch-wide yagi antennas 
in as close to the actors as possible.  My Comteks had two 
switch-selectable frequencies – both completely unusable 
anywhere in the city.  For backup, I had a Nady modula-
tor that transmitted in the standard FM radio band, and a 
dozen Panasonic miniature FM receivers (about 1” x 2” x 
½”) that used headphones.  These saved the day, as I was 
able to find one (and occasionally even two) open chan-
nels.
 Well, almost saved the day.  I now had a new prob-
lem: I started getting what sounded like an intermittent 
faint RF pickup of local radio stations on my audio track.  
My crew was kept busy wiggling cables, and then swap-
ping them out, trying to find the ones with broken shield 
wires.  But this did not solve the problem.  I opened up my 
mixer and Nagras, looking for bad grounds on the mike 
connectors, but couldn’t find any.  The problem being in-
termittent didn’t help.  I went over my radio mike receivers 
next, but again without any sign of trouble.  I was think-
ing about renting a complete equipment package from a 
local mixer when someone told me that Brian had taken to 
tuning in local music stations on his Panasonic receiver to 
listen to during the shot instead of the dialog.  (I guess he 
trusted me to get it.)  It was the bleed from his headphones 
was the culprit.  I learn things on every show.
 I learned another thing on the show, during the 
first shot with Sean Connery.  It was an interior set on our 
stage, and thanks in part to the ventilation hole, it was very 
cold.  The boom mike was a Sennheiser MHK406, with a 
foam egg windscreen.  A lot of things shrink in the cold, 
and/or get stiff.  The foam windscreen lost its grip, and 
dropped off the mike to hit Sean in the head.  He was not 
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amused.  Connery had been very reserved and distant since 
the start of the show, and did not see any humor in the situ-
ation.  I immediately taped the windscreen in place, using 
a great deal of tape.  After the scene, I visibly taped every 
windscreen to every mike.  Later, I discovered that the 
tape tore off the end of the foam whenever it was removed, 
but I considered periodically replacing the windscreens a 
small price to pay.  (Now, I simply put several wraps of a 
rubber band around the head of mike, just behind the last 
slot.  This bulge retains the windscreen, even as it ages and 
becomes less resilient.)  After the first few days of work, 
Connery left, not to return for several weeks until he was 
needed again.
 I wasn’t the only person to learn things on the 
show.  Our still photographer, who had a later call, came 
out one morning and got in a van with a Paramount logo 
on the side.  He was half-way to Skokie before he real-
ized that he didn’t recognize anyone else on the van, and 
the show they were talking about didn’t sound like ours.  
It seems that another Paramount show, “She’s Having a 
Baby”, had moved into our hotel overnight.  One of our 
teamsters was dispatched to bring him back from Skokie.
 I like to be prepared for anything – I even take a 
fire extinguisher down with me when I go scuba diving.  
(Well, I would if I did.)  When we went to Great Falls, 
Montana for the bridge scene, I brought along my out-
door survival kit, which included a gnat-net hat.  The next 
morning, when the sun rose, so did the gnats.  There were 
only a few at first, and the rest of the crew laughed at my 
headgear.  Ten minutes later, the laughing sounded more 
like coughing, as swarms of the gnats were sucked into 
their lungs with every breath, as least those that didn’t fly 
into their ears or their eyes.  Of course, everyone wanted to 
know where I got it (in L.A., I told them), and then a run-

ner was sent into town to try and buy them locally.  Fortu-
nately, the sporting goods store there did have them, and 
the company bought out the entire supply.
 Connery rejoined us in Montana, and was much 
more friendly and sociable.  It turned out that he had had a 

Jim’s cart sit’s precariously on the rocky hills 
of Great Falls, Montana

Sean Connery firing full loads from his machine gun
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bad knee, which he got repaired with arthroscopic surgery 
during his time off.  He didn’t take pain killers earlier 
because he felt that they would impair his acting (more 
that the pain would).  Sean turned out to be very pleasant, 
and had a continuing supply of words of wisdom: “Better 
to have it and not need it than to need it and not have it,” 
made it into the dialog.  For the scene where the group is 
waiting for Elliot Ness in his office, when the actors were 
discussing how they were going to play it, Sean sat in the 
most comfortable chair, closed his eyes, and said: “Never 
run when you can walk; never walk when you can stand; 
never stand when you can sit; never sit when you can lie 
down; and never stay awake when you can sleep.”  The 
scene took hours and hours to film, and Charlie Martin 
Smith, who had chosen to sit on the edge of Ness’s desk, 
developed permanent creases in his legs, Andy Garcia got 
blisters on his feet from continuously walking around the 
room, and Sean enjoyed a long nap.
 Stephen Burum was one of the most sound-friend-
ly D.P.s I have ever worked with, and would unobtrusively 
help us when we had a problem: if the 1st A.D. asked 
why he wasn’t ready to shoot, it was never “we’re fixing a 
boom shadow,” but rather “camera isn’t finished lighting 
yet.”  Steve was also the first D.P. I ever saw who had hard 
shadows actually painted on the wall when he was using 
soft lighting, a la the old black-and-white 40s film noir. 
 The period vehicles posed numerous sound 
problems: noisy (or no) mufflers; ignition systems that 
had been rebuilt with copper wire instead of the resistive, 
radio-interference-suppressing cable found on modern 

engines; and mechanical rattles aplenty.  Fortunately, 
we didn’t have too many scenes with car interior dialog, 
but some of the cars that passed an actor on the sidewalk 
would drown out his voice, or put static pops on the radio 
mike.  I had a large box of in-line resistors for the spark-
plug wires, and the teamsters were fairly cooperative in 
swapping out vehicles with particularly obnoxious exhaust 
systems.  They also were good at inserting camera wedges 
to stop rattling fenders, and of course, using lots of gaf-
fer tape, much to the dismay of the owners of some of the 
“collectors’ cars”.
 Just when things had settled down, Dale called me 
at my hotel to tell me he was leaving the show.  But not for 
another job – unfortunately, a family emergency required 
his continuing presence.  I quickly called my list of good 
Chicago boomers, but all of them were all still working.  
Now I had no choice but to go see Art Linson.  I started by 
asking him if he was happy with the production sound.  He 
replied that he was amazed at the quality – so far nothing 
would have to be looped.  Then I told him that everything 
from now on would have to be, because we were losing 
Dale.
 Art surprised me by saying that now I could bring 
in a boom operator from L.A., and that I should start call-
ing from his office right away.  Unfortunately, none of my 
L.A. regulars were available, nor were any of the others 
who had been recommended to me.  Then I remembered 
Rimas Tumasonis, my boom operator on “Blow Out” and 
“Body Double”.  He and his wife had moved to Canada, 
but Rimas kept his membership in 695.  I managed to 

Crane shot in the Chicago streets Tannenbaum, deep in his makeshift 
audio village on a cold day
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reach him, and he agreed to hop on the next plane out.
 The famous scene with Capone and the baseball 
bat was Rimas’s introduction to the show.  Between each 
window in the round dining hall was a thin floor-to-ceiling 
mirror – with reflections at every possible angle.  De Niro 
was wearing a $1,500 tuxedo (in the days when that was 
a lot of money), but it was so noisy that I did not even try 
to radio mike him.  I told Rimas he would have to boom 
the shot, mirrors and all.  During the lighting rehearsals, 
he worked out the moves to stay out of frame, and all the 
reflections, by walking behind the dolly and repeatedly 
pausing and then rushing to catch up as the camera panned 
off each mirror, all without mis-cueing the mike.
 Then Brian came back on the set to shoot.  He 
immediately saw Rimas with the fishpole, and called me 
over.  “There are too many mirrors.  Can’t you put a wire 
on Bob?”
 I explained that the stiff, pleated tux was not ame-
nable to lavaliering, and that booming was the only way to 
get a good track.  But Brian was not convinced.
 “How about putting it in the handkerchief in his 
pocket?”
 I tried, but there was no room in the pocket for the 
transmitter.  “Cut a hole in the damn monkey suit and run 
the mike cable through it,” De Palma ordered.  I got the 
wardrobe guy to do the deed, and wired up De Niro.
 The first take vindicated my choice of booming, 
but Brain had me work on the tux with double-sided tape 

for several more takes before he gave in.  Rimas man-
aged to stay out of frame for all the takes, and Brian didn’t 
question my miking methods again.  On the contrary, in a 
scene where Kevin Costner is climbing an ornate building 
stairway, Brian had him turn right on the landing, which 
caused shadows from the boom mike.  Since there was no 
problem with screen direction, I asked him if Kevin could 
turn left instead.  He readily agreed. 
 Another stairway’s problems were not so eas-
ily solved.  When Ness’s family is threatened, he rushes 
home, runs upstairs, grabs his daughter, and carries her 
back down the stairs.  Brian wanted to do all this in one 
shot.  But the nighttime lighting was not suitable for 
booming, and changing it was not an option.  And the 
girl would block a radio mike after she was picked up.  
I wound up using a radio on Kevin, several ECM-50s 
planted up and down the banister, and a boom mike angled 
down from the second floor hallway.
 The only sound in the whole show I couldn’t get 
was on the rooftop with Nitti.  Our safety coordinator in-
sisted on full body harnesses under everyone’s wardrobe, 
and would not let me tape over all the various latches, 
hooks, and rings.  As a result, it sounded like a hardware 
store in an earthquake, and was the only scene they had to 
loop.
 It appeared that there were various factions at 
Paramount involved in fighting over the project among 
themselves, and with Brian.  Rewritten pages arrived 
almost every day, with many major scenes being added by 
Paramount, or some of De Palma’s epics being removed.  
The ones that didn’t make it included: a fight scene on top 
of a moving train; a period gasoline tanker that is driven 
into a racetrack and exploded; and a scene in Al Capone’s 

Shooting in Great Falls, Montana
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downer ending.  (Rimas had the last word with a pun about 
Brian’s “triple-cell schemea”.)
 Interestingly, it seemed like Paramount became 
disenchanted with the show in post, and threw it together, 
particularly the sound track.  They rushed through the mix 
in a few days, and only used two rerecording mixers.  As a 
result, there are many shortcomings, as in the church, when 
Malone pulls out his pocket watch, it sounds like an anchor 
chain clanking, and some of the blank machinegun fire was 
not replaced.  Fortunately, I had intentionally let the Nagra 
overmodulate by switching off the limiter, because it gave 
the blanks more punch.  (Don’t try this at home with your 
digital recorder.)
 In spite of everything, “The Untouchables” was a 
big hit, and gave Brian the clout for his next biggie, “Bon-
fire of the Vanities”.  (Which wasn’t, but that’s another 
story for another issue of the Coffey Audio Files.)
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then recently-discovered hidden underground vault (which 
Geraldo Rivera was just about to open on national TV).  
The vault scene was to be filmed in the actual location, but 
when that proved to be a logistical, not to mention techni-
cal nightmare, work was begun on a set and then stopped 
when the shot was scrubbed.  (The real vault turned out to 
be empty.)
 In spite of Art’s vigilance, by the two-thirds point 
we were a week over schedule.  He tried to tighten things 
further, but Brain was still up to his old tricks, and had 
saved most of the scenes with De Niro until the end of the 
shoot, figuring that Paramount wouldn’t pull the plug on 
the “big money” star.  But he was wrong – Art came in and 
told him that he would have one more week with De Niro, 
and that was it.  Ironically, I feel this improved the film, 
since it ended upbeat, with Elliot Ness saying “I think I’ll 
have a drink.”  Brian had intended to have the last shot be 
a bookend of the opening closeup of Capone being shaved, 
but which would then pull back to reveal him in a luxuri-
ous jail cell, with a white carpet on the floor, and the bars 
between the cells on either side cut out to give him three 
times the room.  This would have been a typical De Palma 



The two questions that we all get asked all the time is 
“How did you get started in film?” And: Did you have 
to go to school?” The answer to the second question is 
brief: “Not really.” But the answer to the first has to be a 
little longer:
 The last school I attended was high school, in the 
suburb of Chicago where I grew up. I made my first film 
in high school, and got an “A” on it, but wasn’t allowed 
to show it in film class because its content was too politi-
cal.  I also took a radio and television class. The school 
had an FM radio station and a two-camera TV studio. 
This was unusual for a high school in the early 1970s. 
 I graduated at 17, after three and a half years 
and as an Illinois State Scholar. It was the middle of the 
school year, not a good time to start college, and I didn’t 
have a job. So I   decided I to go visit my friend Bill’s 
college, Southern Illinois University. It was 1974.
 During my visit, we heard that the band Yes was 
playing 125 miles away in St. Louis. We had a ride there, 
but no tickets, and no ride back. We planned to hitchhike.  
During summers and holidays in high school I’d done 
a lot of cross country hitchhiking. So hitchhiking that 
distance at night was normal for us. We bought tickets on 
the street for about five dollars and got to see the con-
cert. After it, we tried to bum rides back to SIU but to no 
avail. Then some roadies asked us to help load the truck. 

When we were done, they gave us the keys to their hotel 
rooms because they were leaving for Memphis. At the 
hotel, we met the band. The next day we hitched back to 
SIU and told people about the adventure. Someone said 
“Let’s drive to Memphis tonight to see their next con-
cert.” Off we went. Our roadie friends got us all into the 
show for free. I told them I was planning a trip to Cali-
fornia, and they told me to hook up with them when they 
played San Francisco. 
 The original purpose of my trip was to check 
out a film school in Half Moon Bay, but I never made it 
there. My friend Bill came along and, from the airport, 
we went straight to  Winterland, where Yes was playing. 
Yes’ manager, Brian Lane, put us right to work counting  
the people coming in the door. Bill Graham, the famous 
concert promoter, was well known for reselling tickets. 
We ended up helping on the rest of the shows in Califor-
nia. We helped with the sound, lights and band gear. We 
finished up with the tour in San Diego.
  Roy Clair, the owner of Clair Bros. Sound, 
asked us if we wanted to work on Yes’s European tour. 
The deal was, we paid our own way to Europe, but got 
paid for the tour within Europe. They wanted Bill and me 
to set up the lighting truss and run follow spots during 
the concerts for Michael Tate, the lighting designer. Bill 
and I arrived in Frankfurt the night before the first con-

Dick Hansen
Dick Hansen

From Rock to Rolling Sound
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cert. We worked the entire tour. At the time, Yes was one 
of the biggest groups in Europe. The tour ended in Rome 
and we stayed on the bus and headed for London.   .
 The music business is much like the film busi-
ness. Just as you go from film to film in one, you go tour 
to tour in the other. The next tour that was starting right 
away was by Emerson Lake And Palmer. The T-shirt guy 
from Yes asked us if we wanted to sell shirts on ELP’s 
tour of Europe and the UK. So we did that tour. At the end 
of it, the sound guys said we should come work for them 
in London. The company was called IES (International  
Entertainers Services). 
 I started out in the warehouse building sound 
systems to get ready for ELP’s tour of America. We would 
mount the JBL speakers and horns in cabinets that we had 
painted. We had to wire them and mount the xlr connect-
ers. We would build the amp ramp loaded with  5 Crown 
DC300A amps. We would punch the holes in the amp rack 
panels to mount the xlr and then wire everything. I would 
solder the 72 pin connecters for the snakes that ran from 
the stage box to the house mixing board. The stage boxes 
we made would also split to sub snakes that ran to the 
monitor board on stage. We also made the 240 volt power 
distribution system which included a large variable trans-
former to regulate the power. 

 In England and Europe at that time, you had dif-
ferent plugs for different countries and for different parts 
of the UK.  Our company also manufactured Mavis sound 
boards. They were 15 channels and a 30-channel Quad-
raphonic board. The quad board had joy sticks on every 
channel, sub group and master. It was the first studio qual-
ity board used for touring. Some sound companies at  the 
time were still using Shure mic mixers. Mavis boards were 
used by Yes, ELP, and the Who, among others. There is 
now one in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland. 
 In July of 1974, IES was the sound company for 
the first Knebworth Festival in England. It was at a large 
estate and 60,000 people attended. The bands were The 
Allman Brothers, The Doobie Brothers, Mahavishnu 
Orchestra, Van Morrison and Tim Buckley. It is now an 

A Mavis 15/4 board

annual event that draws about 125,000. Late in the sum-
mer of ‘74, we started the ELP tour of the east coast of the 
US. We traveled by commercial planes that tour. We some-
times flew on 2 or 3 successive flights every morning, just 
to get from city to city, because of connection problems. 
We did 28 shows in 30 days. I had to travel under the 
name of the person I replaced on the tour, Bob Czaykows-
ki. Otherwise, it would have been too hard to change the 
name on the tickets that I used. ELP earned royalties on 
the sale of its records in India, but India didn’t allow it 
to pull that money out of India. As a way of spending the 
money, ELP got the plane tickets for its entire US tour by 
purchasing them through Air India.
    The tour was in Quadraphonic, so we would 
set up four equal-size sound  systems in each of the four 

The Knebworth Fesival in England - July 1974

corners of every venue. The largest show was August Jam 
at Charlotte Motor Speedway, with 270,000 people. ELP 
co-headlined with the Allman Brothers and played on a 
railroad stage. There were two stages on railroad tracks 
and they would push one to the center while they set up 
the next band. We had a tractor-trailer’s worth of sound 
equipment in each corner with air-conditioned tents to 
keep the amps cool. My job on the tour was to set up the 
system and during the show, baby-sit the sound system 
that was located at stage-right. 
 At the end of that tour, I went back to London 
and started mixing monitors with a band called Cockney 
Rebel. At the time they had number-one records in Eng-
land and Europe but never caught on in America. I went 
to Europe and the UK with them and started mixing on a 
WEM Audio Master board. They were five-channel mono 
boards with a monitor send. I would slave two together to 
get 9 channels and two mixes.The house board was a 15-
channel Mavis. We had only a ten-ton truck for the sound 
system and we traveled by bus without beds. Back then, 
for a three act show, each band had its own sound system. 
After one band played, it removed its sound system and 
its band gear. So the amount of free space on stage got 
progressively larger, until the headliner had the full stage. 
 After that tour, I showed up for work at the ware-
house one day and was told I was leaving for the States 
that afternoon to work with Foghat. I arrived in NYC that 
night  and went straight to rehearsals with Foghat at the 
old Fillmore East. We then started a tour with Foghat top-
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“You had to ride the faders to avoid feedback and know in 
which one of the four mixes the feedback was occurring.”

ping the bill.Montrose with Sammy Hagar singing opened 
up the show. I would mix monitors for both bands and 
whatever local act we sometimes had.
 Next up was Sgt. Peppers on Broadway. The play 
told a story using only Beatle songs. I was the Quadra-
phonic specialist for the play. I was the only nonunion 
person to work on it. Even the candy sellers were union. 
The sound system was a diamond-shaped Quad with 
a system on every back level of the theater. After we 

installed the system, my job was to mic the band for 
every show and baby-sit the system. The sound designer 
was Abe Jacobs, considered Broadway’s best. He is also 
known for building Jimi Hendrix’s Electric Ladyland 
studios. The highlight was meeting John Lennon on 
opening night. Paul McCartney came to one of the later 
shows. The play ran for about 70 performances. 
 When the play shut down I went out on tour with 
groups like Little Feat , The Jackson Five, Leonard Co-
hen, Cockney Rebel, and The Commodores with Lionel 
Richie singing. I was out on tour with Larry Graham’s 
(bass player for Sly Stone) band, Graham Central Sta-
tion, when I was pulled off and sent to NYC to see an 
up-and-coming band play Central Park. They were called 
Aerosmith. That is when I started with Aerosmith. The 
other guy who went to work for them at the same time 
was Nite Bob Czaykowski, the guy whose name I had 
traveled under during the ELP tour. They had pulled him 
off a Nazareth tour because our company thought we 
were the two best guys in the company to handle Aeros-
mith. Nite Bob would mix the house and I would mix the 
monitors. We were the entire sound crew. 
Aerosmith back then would open shows for bands like 
Rod Stewart and Black Sabbath. We would also headline 

small theaters and places like The Forum in LA. A typical 
day was, around 10 a.m., unloading the 45-foot trailer 
that was packed floor-to-ceiling with sound gear. This 
was when trucks had only ramps and didn’t have any lift 
gates. We would  stack the PA on the sound wings and 
set up the monitor system. We would check the system 
for blown drivers and replace as needed. Then we had 
to sound-check all three acts on the show. A typical bill 
would be Aerosmith, Mott the Hoople, and Ted Nugent. 

We would then mix the concert, doing all the mic changes 
between acts. After the show we would pack up the 45-
footer and get done about 2 AM. The whole crew, includ-
ing sound and lights and band gear, was only ten people. 
We would get in a van  and drive 500 miles to the next 
gig. We would arrive in time to unload  again. We aver-
aged six shows a week. A lot of times we had only one 
hotel room as a place for all 10 of us to shower. 
 Mixing monitors for Aerosmith was challenging 
back then. I had a 15-channel Mavis board with four mix-
es.  One mix would be three-way side fills which was an 
overall mix of the band with the vocals upfront in the mix. 
Steven Tyler had two-way slant wedges  with his voice, 
Joe Perry’s voice, kick drum and snare. The third mix was 
Joe Perry, the lead guitarist. His wedges would have the 
vocals, kick, snare, bass, and the rhythm guitar. The last 
mix was the drummer’s, which was a side fill. His mix 
was the vocals , kick, snare, and bass guitar. Back then we 
did not have any outboard gear, not even a graphic EQ.  
You had to ride the faders to avoid feedback and know in 
which one of the four mixes the feedback was occurring.  
When we were not headlining, I had to set up our monitor 
system and remove it before the headlining act came on. 
 The Aerosmith tour ended December 1975. In 
January I moved to LA and started working  for Billy 

Nite Bob Czaykowski and Dick Hansen 
with Steven Tyler’s mic stand 

Dick Hansen works with Joe Perry on his guitar rig.
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Preston doing his band gear. We were touring, recording, 
and getting his gear ready to go to Europe with the Roll-
ing Stones. We had cut down his B3 organ and mounted 
JBL speakers in his leslie cabinets. We traveled with a 
white grand piano with a Helpinstill piano pick up. (One 
day Mick Jagger called to ask me if it was cheaper to 
bring his piano to Europe or to rent one in each city. Mick 
always paid attention to the smallest financial detail. I 
advised him  to ship it and that is what he did.) Before the 
Rolling Stones tour started, I got a call from Aerosmith. 
Joe Perry, the lead guitarist, wanted me to come work 
for him.  So I had to choose: Europe with the Stones? 
Or America with Aerosmith? I chose Aerosmith. I had 
always worked with headlining groups and I wanted to 
see what it was like to see a band go from apartments to 
mansions. Also, their tour was a lot longer. 

 Working for Joe involved designing, building, 
and maintaining the gear we used in concerts. We had 
an unlimited budget for gear. If we had an idea for gear 
or a way to make the load out faster we had it made up. 
We made custom “Toy” boxes that contained the pedal 
effects. There were three places on stage where a guitar 
effect could be turned on or off. One was a v-shaped mic 
stand with 8 on/off switches with indicator lights. A sec-
ond set was where Joe did his solos. The third was on the 
front of the Toy box, where I could turn an effect on or 
off if Joe forgot. The speaker cabinets had self-retracting 
speaker cables like a vacuum cleaner.  The amps were 
Music Man with LED meters on black anodized front 
panels with engraved  Aerosmith logos. We also added 
Direct xlr outputs on the back of the amps. The 4x12 
Marshall cabinets were held in custom steel frames that 
could be tilted During the concert, I would keep his 13 
guitars in tune and do the guitar changes. He used three  
different tunings on his guitars. At the end of the con-
cert, we would pack up the band gear. From the time the 
concert ended till the doors closed on the 45-foot truck 
of band gear, packing it from floor to ceiling took forty 
five minutes. We still used ramps not lift gates. I am still 
amused when film sound crews complain about having to 
load the truck. 

 
When we were recording albums, we had to bring the 
amp and guitar collection to the studio. We usually 
brought about sixty guitars and twenty different amps. 
We recorded mainly at The Record Plant in NYC with 
a 24 hour lock out. A typical recording day would start 
with getting the gear ready around noon. The band would 
show up around 7 pm and then record until 7 am or later. 
Sometimes Joe would leave at 6 AM just as Steven was 
arriving, so we would stay until Steven was done. We had 
24-hour limos to get us to and from the studio. 
 Also I would record Joe in his basement studio. 
In the beginning, this studio was very primitive. He had 
a four- track Crown recorder. The first night we recorded 
Joe did not have a drum set so I recorded him playing 
cardboard boxes just to get a rhythm track he could play 
to. We would usually record from about 7 PM till 7 AM. 
Mostly we would use the basement studio for song writ-
ing. But Joe produced and I mixed a demo tape for David 
Johansen that got him a record deal after he left The New 
York Dolls. Joe was good friends with David and often 
jammed with the Dolls when we were on the road. 

 The biggest show I did was when Aerosmith 
headlined Cal Jam 2 at Ontario Motor speedway with 
over 350,000 people. That was March 18, 1978. We took 
helicopters to get to the speedway because traffic as grid-
locked.  I was with Aerosmith when I worked on my first 
film,  Sgt. Peppers. I left Aerosmith in late spring of 1978. 
I then started running a sound company called Sirca 

The backstage pass for CAL JAM 2 at Ontario Speedway in ‘78

Dick Hansen pulling Joe Perry’s guitar out of a stack of amps.

Dick Hansen, lurking in the limelight 
with a stand-by guitar at the ready.
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Sound in Chicago.  I mixed on Midas boards at that 
time. Monitor boards had eight mixes then. We did 
shows mainly in the midwest and east coast. We toured 
with Bette Midler and Julio Igesias among others. 
In the summer of 1979, Supertramp was taking their 
“Breakfast in America “ tour to Canada to play outdoor 
stadiums. The group owned its own sound system, so 
we matched its Martin bin system for the stadium tour. 
We would do the stage-left side of the PA and it would 
use its own system for stage right. The highlight for me 
on that tour was that I got to sing backup every night 
in front of 50,000 people on the song entitled “Hide In 
Your Shell.” 
 After that tour, I went to work for Roberta 
Flack as her Monitor engineer and Production Manager. 
Roberta toured a lot internationally and always flew 
her crew first class. I brought my friend Henry Smith 
on as Roberta’s tour manager. Henry had started with 
the Yardbirds and Led Zeppelin and we had worked 
together with Aerosmith. 
 At about this time, in the fall of 1980, Jack 
Douglas, Aerosmith’s record producer, was working 
with John Lennon. John wanted to tour. So Jack asked 
Henry Smith and me to begin designing the tour. Henry 
was going to be Lennon’s tour manager. I was gong to 
be the production manager. We designed his stage with 
Pink Floyd’s production company, Britannia Row. It 
was run by my first boss back at IES in London, Brian 
Grant. Henry gave Lennon the plans on the day before 
Thanksgiving. The day after Thanksgiving, Henry and I 
left to go to Australia with Roberta Flack.  Our plan was 
to do the Roberta tour, and after New Years start prepar-
ing  for Lennon’s tour. 
 When Lennon was killed, we were in New 
Zealand. Roberta Flack was his neighbor in The Dakota 
building. We stored her band gear in the basement of 
the Dakota biulding.Her kitchen door and his kitchen 
door faced each other, with a service elevator between 
them. The day he died, we had to find the record “Imag-

ine,” so that Roberta could learn the words to it, so that 
she could sing it in her concert that night. 
 After Roberta Flack, I started tour-managing, 
working with  acts ranging from Don McLean to Moto-
rhead. On occasion, I would still go out  and do moni-
tors for groups like the Scorpions. I even did sound for 
the Big Apple Circus in New York at Lincoln Center 
for their Christmas season. The Big Apple Circus was a 
one-ring circus featuring the best circus acts in the world. 
The hard part of that job was that I had to fly the sound 
system from the tent poles. I would mix a live 10-piece 
band, the ring master and the performers had wireless 
mics. I used a Yamaha PM1000 to mix both the house 
and the monitors for the band. We would do three shows 
per day seven days a week for six weeks. 
  Then I got a call from Joan Jett’s manager to 
work on a film called “Light of Day” directed by  Paul 
Schrader. It starred Michael J Fox , Joan Jett and Michael 
McKean as a struggling rock band. I was in charge of ev-
erything in the movie that had to do with the band -- from 
the gear, to the jargon, to arranging concerts for the band 
so that its members could get a feel for playing together 
as a band. The film was originally called “Born in The 
USA”. When Bruce Springsteen  borrowed the title for 
his song, he had to write the title track for the movie in 
return. The highlight of that experience was that Joan Jett 
wrote a song for the film that was about me. She gave me 
the original signed lyrics.After that film, I got into the IA 
in Chicago -- and started to do work in films and televi-
sion. 
 And so that is the story of how, after a detour 
through the music business, I got my start in the film 
business. Currently I am mixing “In the Motherhood,” a 
half hour comedy on ABC-TV. 
 I would like to thank some of the mixers 
who shared their skills with me. Kim Ornitz, Bobby 
Anderson,Walt Hoylman and Walt Martin each taught me 
so much that I use every day now that I am mixing for 
film and television. 

Dick Hansen, Frank Bradley and Brian Cahill. Dick and Steven Tyler at a recent get-together.
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Reality television has become a cornerstone in the pro-
gramming lineup of top networks and cable channels 
around the world. Behind every show is the post produc-
tion staff- a professional, well oiled machine that cranks 
out content at newsroom like speeds. At Wexler we take 
great pride in collaborating with content producers from 
pre-production through post, making sure they have the 
best tools available to assist them throughout the creative 
process. 
When footage from the field makes it to the post production 
department, work begins immediately and often around the 
clock until the show’s wrap. This work is split into three 
distinct phases: Preparation (ingest, logging and story edit-
ing), Craft Editing (usually on Avid or Final Cut systems), 
then Picture and Sound Conform. I’m going to focus on the 
preparation phase of the post production workflow which 
is handled by Wexler’s IT department. While Wexler may 
be known for its expansive Avid inventory and expertise, 
our IT team is an essential element in making these shows 
possible.
Step 1: Setting up the network
Before any work begins on a show, the post production 
department needs to have a high speed internal network set 
up that provides the backbone for the logging, story edit-
ing, and basic office functions like printing and file sharing. 
The amount of equipment can fluctuate greatly depending 
on the size of the show but always includes the core ele-
ments of a server, storage devices, switches, video decks, 
computers and printers. Once everything is up and running, 
it will probably not see a rest for at least 3 months – so the 
gear has to be in excellent shape and have gone through 
a meticulous quality control process, as well as having a 
member of the highly trained IT staff available to support 
those systems at any time of the day or night.
Setting up a network includes all of the following:
Site Survey: The site survey is our chance to thoroughly in-
spect the location and come up with an installation strategy. 

Things we look for are the number of Ethernet cables we’ll 
have to run, distance between the server room and the work 
spaces, proper power and air conditioning in the server 
room, firewalls in the ceiling, etc. Generally we coordinate 
our site surveys at the same time as the Non Linear depart-
ment who also needs to strategize their own installation.
Cabling: Before any gear rolls in, we run cables. While 
improvements in wireless technology have lured more 
facilities into going wireless, we are still not at the point 
where the reliability and speed are on par with traditional-
ly-wired networks. Therefore we run Ethernet cable wher-
ever possible so that users have a direct, physical link back 
to the server. We also implement GigE (gigabit Ethernet) 
switches and network cards so that there is plenty of avail-
able bandwidth for file transfers and video streaming. GigE 
is slower than fiber speeds, but much cheaper and more 
prevalent - most modern laptops and desktops already have 
GigE ports. For our purposes, it’s more than adequate and 
saves the client a significant amount of money.
Server & Storage: The server functions as the brain of the 
operation. Here we manage all user accounts, deploy soft-
ware packages, and keep an eye on the health of the overall 
network. It is also the medium by which users access their 
media. When media is ingested, it goes to a storage device 
that is connected to the server. The server then delegates 
the media out to connected users. This is the most crucial 
element in the network and must have 100% up time.
Ingest Rack: Whether its faster than real time file transfer 
or a good old fashioned digitize, we build custom ingest 
racks that scale to the needs of the show. Given Wexler’s 
vast inventory, we can set up a multitude of different con-
figurations; it all depends on what the client prefers. Most 
ingest racks will contain 4 decks, each connected to a pow-
erful desktop workstation. These workstations run software 
that control the ingest and transfer the media to a network 
storage device.
Computers: A wide variety of computers can be deployed 

By Steve Eagle
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For instance, we might create a button that the logger 
clicks to insert the name “James” whenever James is the 
subject of the clip. Other common options include moods 
such as happy, sad, angry or bored – and locations such as 
home or work. The idea is to put as much information as 
possible into each clip so the footage is easily searchable 
by the editors. 
Step 4: Story Editing
This is really the beginning of the episode’s creation. As 
more and more footage gets logged, story editors can use 
keywords to search for footage that the producers want to 
see. For instance, a story editor might search for a com-
bination of “James” and “bored”, collect a few clips, and 
put them into their bin. The bin is the editor’s folder of 
rough cuts. Most story editors like to have a bin for each 
episode, or sometimes a bin for each main character in 
the show. Regardless of the organization, the story editor 
will arrange clips into rough edits that, once approved, 
will make their way over to the Assistant Editor. Whereas 
loggers gradually leave the production as they get through 
their assigned tapes, some story editors may stay on until 
the very end, if the producers need last minute changes to 
the episodes. 
On paper, getting a show ready for editing seems simple 
enough – ingest the tapes, log the footage, create the story 
outlines. But over the course of several months, chances 
are, something will require technical support. That’s where 
Wexler’s IT department steps in. Proficient in everything 
from Microsoft Active Directory and SQL to Apple XSAN 
and Final Cut Pro, we’re capable of resolving issues from 
the smallest to the most complex. Equally important, we’re 
always optimizing the client’s workflow over the course of 
the show. Avoiding potential problems is a lot better than 
fixing them later!
In the next issue of the Coffey Audio Files, we’ll hear 
from the Non Linear side of Wexler as they walk us 
through the setup and support of the editing team on a 
show. 

for loggers and story editors. Typically we’ll use desktops 
for loggers as these positions are stationary. For story edi-
tors, we encourage laptops for freedom of movement. We 
even offer Mac laptops running Windows at the customer’s 
request.
Software: Wexler deploys a variety of digital asset manage-
ment software packages such as Cinegy and PilotWare. 
Each software package has its own unique aspects that will 
appeal differently to different clients. Regardless of the se-
lection, we will accommodate the client’s request and make 
sure that our hardware is matched properly to the software 
and that everything is configured and trouble-free prior to 
launch.
Step 2: Ingest
Once the network is installed and configured, work can 
begin on ingesting, which is the importing of media from a 
deck to the network so that the story editors and producers 
can browse through content and begin piecing together sto-
ries for their episodes. The ingest phase is time-consuming.  
Even in faster than real time speeds, we’re still dealing 
with a minimum of a terabyte of media, and often multiple 
terabytes. To simplify and accelerate the process, our ingest 
racks allow for multiple, simultaneous ingests via dual or 
quad-core PC workstations.  The ingest phase can take 
anywhere from a week up to several weeks, depending on 
the amount of footage shot. While every show is different, 
we are seeing more of a tendency to use Sony’s XDCAM 
discs, due to its huge storage capacity. HDV and DV are 
still popular as well.
Step 3: Logging
As soon as the first tape or disc is ingested, loggers can 
get to work. Logging is the process by which footage gets 
tagged with metadata and detailed notes. This allows story 
editors to search through the massive amounts of content 
and find exactly what they’re looking for. Loggers can also 
clean up unnecessary media on ingested clips in order to 
show only what is necessary to both the story editors. We 
also create custom logging templates for our shows that al-
low loggers to work as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
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     My name is Sterling Moore, like most of you I am a 
sound man. (Mixer, boom operator, utility sound tech) I 
have been doing it all for about 15 years.  Most recently 
my “I’ll do it all” attitude led me to becoming one of the 
sound mixers for a very successful reality show.
       As a sound man, you always hope that when given 
a choice of jobs, you choose the right one.  The right job 
sometimes is the one that’s on stage for four months, with 
no more than two people talking in any given scene.  The 
likelihood any one of us will ever get that gig however, is 
slim to none.  So, for the rest of us there is everything else.  
Everything else being all of the projects that we work on 
hoping that the next one will be a breeze of a job, where 
they just want to throw money at you and only work for 
five hours a day.  I am still working on “Everything Else” 
and choices don’t always come when you would like them 
to.  Like when it’s almost November and you have nothing 
booked until February.  So, when I got a phone call ask-
ing me to be one of the Sound Mixers for the latest season 
18 of Survivor, I looked at my calendar and it told me that 
would be my best choice.  Even though, EDD sounded 
very promising too.  
     So, I’m on a plane heading to Rio, Brazil.  I know it 
sounds great, but the Rio part was only the airport for about 
2 hours, while I waited for a connecting flight to take me a 
thousand miles to the next stop.  Still, that was not remote 

enough, and I was put on a bus and taken several hundred 
more miles into an area of Brazil called the Cerrado (SEY-
HOD-OH).  The Cerrado is an area three times the size 
of Texas, just south of the Amazon.  Beautiful though, it 
was, on the “off -road” bus ride, I started to get an idea of 
what I might be in for next.  Flat planes of low brush and 
palm trees stretched out as far as the eye could see.  Hours 
passed by with no sign of civilization.  Eventually our bus 
stopped and I found myself quite literally in the middle of 
nowhere.  A large white tent was the first thing that caught 
my eye.  This tent would become the catering facility, 
capable of feeding 350+ in about two hours.
    I’m sure you wonder about accommodations. We were 
all housed in cabins made of aluminum walls and canvas 
roofs.  They were set up with small AC wall units, a show-
er and a bed.  The shower temperature varied depending on 
the outside temperature, which was usually over 110 F.  So, 
the showers weren’t bad at all.  The electricity powering 
our units, however, was like what you would expect in the 
Favellas of Rio.  With the Temperature so high and with 
350 air conditioning units running off of one power line, 
the electricity was constantly shutting down.  Our cabins 
would turn into ovens and our only relief from the heat was 
the river that was flowing about 150 yards from our camp.  
The Brazilian Rum helped a little too.
      Enough about the living conditions though, let’s talk 
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about the work. The hiring process on Survivor is much 
different than that of any show I have ever worked on.  The 
reality camera operators, of which there are about fifteen, 
decide who they want to use as their sound mixers and let 
the production know who they are going to be using.  At 
first I was unsure about this hiring method but after a few 
days on the job I quickly understood why it works best that 
way.  The operator that hired me is a fantastic cinematog-
rapher named Michael Applebaum.  With him and our AC, 
Aeron Mc Keough ( by far the hardest working individual/
pack mule on the set).  I would arrive every day at the 
catering tent about twenty minutes before our call time; 
where we would stuff our faces with whatever food we 
could find and then head toward the camera tech room (a 
converted shipping container).  I would then spend a cou-
ple of minutes prepping my gear.  This part was very easy.  
My gear was:  A Sound Devices 302 mixing panel a single 
Lectrosonic UM 450 transmitter to send to the camera on a 
Lectrosonic UCR411a receiver.  A boom pole, (w/external 
cable) and a Sennheiser MKH70.  A very light weight over 
the shoulder rig for any standard.  Light weight at least 
until you consider holding a fully extended pole with an 
MKH70 on the end for about 3 hours at a time.  We would 
then get into a 4x4 with a local Brazilian driver and head 
off road for about an hour till we would arrive near the 

tribe camps, where all of the filming took place. Take the 
gear out of the truck, walk for about 30 minutes and we 
were ready to shoot.
      There was also a totally separate crew on Survivor that 
was responsible for filming the challenges and tribal coun-
cil.  This crew had a much less difficult job in my opinion 
because they got to wire the contestants for the challenges 
and tribal council, recording them on 2 Sound Devices 
788T’s.  But, they were still stuck out in the same heat as 
everyone else.
      The environment for filming in Brazil was terrific for 
sound.  The only extraneous noise we had was the river 
and the occasional field producer that wouldn’t stop talk-
ing.  Good booming was essential.  The MKH70 pulled 
the voices in as long as you kept that mic out in front the 
talent.   Did I mention the conditions, however, were quite 
torturous?  With an average daily temperature between 110 
and 125 degrees, all you could do was hope for an inter-
view in the river.  Even though the sound of the river might 
suck, at least you could cool down.  I found myself on 
several occasions unable to see because the sweat coming 
down from my head had filled my eyes, and with the scene 
still unfolding and no radio mics it was nearly impossible 
to lower the boom long enough to clear the sweat from 
my face.  Fortunately the longest you would work for at 
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at all.
     Don’t get me wrong, there was also a ton of beauty.  
The Macaws that we would see flying side by side almost 
every day, was amazing.  The beautiful sky would always 
put a smile on your face and terrain was absolutely stun-
ning.  It didn’t seem to matter what direction you turned 
your head, you were impressed.
     In all, I could not say that I ever want to work in an en-
vironment like that again.  The people running the show, 
however, kept it very well organized.  With a crew of over 
350 and having to build a temporary city in the middle of 
nowhere, I would have to say that Survivor is the most 
well organized show I have ever worked on.  The entire 
crew was fantastic, with the majority of them coming 
from countries such as Australia, South Africa, Domin-
ique, Austria, Brazil and many other places.  There was 
never a dull moment or a crew member without a story to 
tell. I will definitely miss them all. 
      Working on Survivor is a survival test for contestants 
that have a chance to win a million bucks.  More than that, 
it is a survival test for the crew too and I’m proud I was 
tough enough to survive.  Ultimately I am very glad that 
I made the choice to take this job.   Even though I could 
have done without the bugs, snakes and tarantulas, it was 
a great life experience.

any given stretch was about 3 to 4 hours with an hour long 
break and then maybe 3 more hours before you would get 
back in a 4x4 and drive the hour back to base camp.
     The contestants governed just about everything you 
did during the work day.  If they were sleeping you were 
watching them and listening to them snore.  If they were 
cooking, you were so close you were trying to avoid the 
smoke and heat of the fire.  I was never able to because I 
was a magnet for the smoke and heat.  If the contestants 
would go swimming or fishing, we were right there in the 
water next to them and if they were being eaten alive by 
bugs, so were we.  The contestants didn’t have any Deet 
to help keep the little biters at bay.  A couple of times, my 
camera would be following a contestant or two and they 
would just start running.  Running through the trees and 
brush and trying to keep a mic in front of these people 
proved to be a difficult challenge.  Especially since you 
didn’t know what kind of lens your camera operator was 
using until he was yelling at you to get out of the shot.
      Since I mentioned the bugs I would like to take a 
minute to tell you what it is like to live in a place where the 
bugs have ruled for centuries and we are the aliens to them.  
The first couple of days that we were there, the only bugs I 
noticed were the termites, millions of them.  The termites 
had built mounds every where, some of them up to 5 feet 
tall.  It didn’t seem to matter where you looked because the 
place was covered with them.  On the ground, in the trees, 
if they could figure out how to swim I’m sure they would 
have built their mounds in the water too.   After that, we 
started to feel some sand fleas.  The fleas weren’t that bad 
at first, they would only bother you when getting out of the 
river after going for a swim.  I guess they thought we tasted 
good though, because after only a few days, they to seemed 
to be everywhere.  And these sand fleas didn’t just bite 
your ankles, they bit you everywhere.  The bug problem 
just got worse and worse, with every new day introduc-
ing us to some new biting bug.  One particular bug bit me 
on the calf and eventually it turned into a horrendous staff 
infection, almost sending me home.  No one was safe from 
the bugs.  Not even the host, Jeff Probst.  He stayed in the 
same cabins we stayed in.  I started leaving the light on in 
may shower at night with the door closed so that the bugs 
would be attracted there instead of to me.  The worst bug 
we were inundated by was a small little guy that resembled 
an ear wig.  His color was red blue and black.  This bug 
wouldn’t bite you, he had a different agenda, crawling on 
you or dropping on you from the ceiling hoping that you 
would crush him.  Of course after several weeks of being 
bitten by everything your first inclination when something 
lands on you, is to smash it before it bites you.  This bug 
loved that.  When you crushed him on your skin he would 
spill bug acid all over you causing a skin eating rash that 
covered several square inches.  I will not miss those bugs Sterling shows off his unique style of wrapping a boom cable.
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 Here’s my location sound mixer meets Central 
American jungle adventure story.  I flew into Panama on 
the next flight, having missed my first one. I had made the 
classic mistake of taking the printed twelve am Saturday 
ticket time to mean twelve pm, Saturday!  I was in a rush 
of work already, with four clients in the last 5 days of that 
week. My only day off was the Friday before my scheduled 
departure.  That’s not much time to pack, get my life in 
order and then leave it completely for 28 days in a Pana-
manian jungle. However, that’s just the kind of business 
we happen to work in.  We roll with it.  I made it there the 
day before our first day shooting. By the way, don’t leave 
home with out your tetanus, typhoid, and Hepititis A & B 
shots, which I did two weeks prior. I arrived with a basic 
sound kit, a 4 channel work horse Sound Devices’s 442 
and for tight cramped spaces, a 2 channel Mix-Pre to fill in 
nicely.  Two Lectrosonic 211’s (I have blocks 22 and 25) 
and their older cousins, a couple of back-up VHF 185’s. 
Every lavalier  I had at the time was a TRAM-50, black. I 

have a good assortment of Audio-Technica AT4073a and 
4071, long and short field shot gun mics. I am a big fan 
of the 40 series precision microphones. Included is the 
AT4020 for low ceilings and slamming a little ambient mic 
on a dashboard or cockpit. I bought for the trip, my first 
Lectrosonic IFB system in block 27, (the writer loved me) 
and I had enough snake/XLR cables to wire two cameras.  
Whenever needed, I would throw a wireless hop just so the 
editor could have a good solid track on the B camera at all 
times. For back up wireless, I had four ATU100 series UHF 
wireless systems in case of emergency. 
 The Interior TV is a independent web pilot series. 
The script was mainly two characters, rarely a three or four 
person scene. The show is a soap opera set in the jungle. 
You can see everything at  www.theinterior.tv.  After arriv-
ing at the airport, I hired a taxi to take me to the dive shop 
about three hours away which served as our base camp for 
crew lodging.. The lure of ten pages a day, great weather, 

THE INTERIOR
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horse back riding and sailing on the weekends turned into 
a trumpets call at 3 am, working nights with a constant  
2000 watt generator buzzing to a pair of 575 Arri HMI’s 
that would drive me crazy trying to reflect sound with only 
a 200 foot run of extension cables and soggy cardboard 
for sound isolation. On the first few days of night scenes, 
I brought along a Sears Die Hard 1150 portable power 
inverter with Edison plugs. 
 It served as a work light in the middle of pitch 
darkness. Producers loved me when their laptops tanked.  
That was short-lived of course. One day we did this shot 
where the young couple comes to remote camp dragging 
their luggage. I had two open lav’s on two actors and we 
were running mad in the middle of the day. I wanted to get 
the feet and the luggage sounds but I had no boom handy. 
It was one of those moments when I asked if sound could 
get another take with another mic, with the original actors, 
and the answer was “no”, that we were moving on for a 
re-shoot of a previous days scene that the director wants 
it to be sunny this time. You have to be able to separate 
your passion and let the seriousness of audio capture take 
its place as they wish. I ended up recreating it later doing 
location Foley tracks. If they don’t care about sound, it 
definitely means they don’t care about sound…. but they 

always wish they had it later on.  Don’t take anything per-
sonal in the jungle. Move on.  I left my ego in LA.
 By the time everything was jelling, we lost our 
giant passenger vans with air-conditioning, and the en-
tire production was reduced to a four door Montero and 
Toyota Landcruiser. Over the next 2 weeks, I saw rubber 
tires melted on top of dried kindling to initiate smoke and 
we used other little tricks to make our tiny compound look 
bigger. I mixed through gentle mist and rain both night 
and day. We were all in this tiny piece of uncharted jungle 
owned by a young Costa Rican named Gustavu who had 
also set up a zip-line venture for local tourists who are 
bused in during the peak months. Moisture would become 
a big problem, as it wreaked havoc on everything. First, 
it was a small camping combo table/stool I brought from 
Adventure 16. It literally dismembered itself. I thought 
ahead as  I fabricated and packed my own table top out of 
aluminum diamond plate with a simple 5/8” shoe which 
fit a baby stand and it worked great and kept my 442 high 
and dry at all times. I recommend the Storm Case iM2720, 
it housed almost my entire kit and Lowell Pro and makes 
great secondary bags.
 The whole experience was so wonderful and gut 
aching at the same time. Humidity in the 100’s and scorch-
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ing heat as well. The sun melted through thick clouds like 
bullets piercing cobalt skies. We shot under the dense tree 
top canopy with extreme heat and that allowed me to drop 
8-10 pounds. I ate very healthy, native food that I had 
never tried, like fried plantain. The best! Not so all times 
with our air-conditioned scuba shacks.  Sometimes they 
worked fine, other times road side grass fires would melt 
the long power lines and they would have to be repaired 
daily. My Sears 1150 inverter barely got half a charge for 
the two weeks we were filming. An exposed electric coil 
for heating the water was in my shower. I still took one 
and easily could have died for the privilege of cleaning off 
at the end of every long day.
 One big struggle was trying to hide black mics.  
I had to hid my lav’s in a white, sweaty, cotton, see thru 
boxer tee and I needed to make adjustments many times. I 
had a night scene again where Michael, dressed in paja-
mas, searched outside a tent when he thinks he’s heard 
something. I took white paper tape, sandwiched the mic 
in a folded strips to cover the cord and then ran it over 
the shoulder, along the side of the body, hemmed in with 
safety pins. Wardrobe changes happen often enough make 
it frustrating to come up with a quick fix, only to take it 
off while they shoot some other frames and then want it 
back on for more scenes with dialogue. I was afforded a 
local 18 year old by the name of Quarry, who I quickly 
showed how to boom a bit. I soon found myself being able 
to mic and mix when I had a hard line to my new assistant. 
Eureka’s Revenge! When we had three actors in a scene 
I would match all my wireless to one channel and run the 
boom clean on the other.  No back up recorders or flash 
cards, as we mixed to two, JVC GYU-100’s, shooting 
720P at 24 frames. When we had all the actors in scene, 
I married two talent on each channel and hard lined the 
boom to camera B as needed. It all worked perfectly, no 
drop outs on the  TDK DVC 60 min tapes. One thing that 
struck me first was when I was setting up and listening on 

a quiet spot. I like to test everything and put the mics out 
and just listen to what they do. Just two TR-50’s sitting ten 
feet apart in stereo makes reproduction very surreal. The 
wind moving through the background was like strings of a 
wooden instrument. Imagine the sound of breathing leaves 
blanketing giant trees wrapped in veins of vertical grow-
ing roots. Everything is rich and lush in the jungle, when 
you’re in one, you feel and hear it! 
 Day 6, I wired up a 30 foot crane. I had a 25 ft 
snake and 45 ft extension. We had two rickety canoes and 
our actors, Alan and Michael were exchanging dialogue 
while floating down stream to be greeted by a river enclave 
of huts and indigenous looking poachers . It was a magical 
shot, crystal clear audio, the sound of the jungle, the water 

Gary with his local assistant.
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draining behind the boats, all that capture was breathtaking 
Remember the bugs I mentioned earlier? One day I walked 
up and everyone panicked. I looked like I had chicken pox. 
My legs and arms where covered with puss-oozing welts, 
like burning mosquito bites from hell! I was given a shot of 
Cipero and a 5 day supply of tablets and topical cream. The 
tiny microscopic sand flees love biting  sound mixers. By 
the time the shooting was done, it took almost two months 
for my legs to look and feel normal.
 There were so many toils when you are a profes-
sional sound mixer. Just positioning to work was a hellish 
task, everything was go, go, go. And with a shot list that 
changed with passing weather and motivations, mixing 
was all about being nimble and super quick. I made sure I 
brought my own power, had my NP-1’s, plenty of 9 volts, 
and AA’s. The heat takes a toll on batteries and I started 
running out about 2 weeks in and had to re-stock far more 
than I usually use. Do what you can to keep all cases in 
tents or out of the sun. We shot at many little local spots, 
stealing park scenes, a mall scene, an airplane scene where 
we pulled off the door of a small two door and made 
all our ground angles look like we were inside and fly-
ing.  Then we reassembled the door and filmed it landing, 
which worked well with my Rycote Modular Wind System 
(Zeppelin) and a WS 4 sock to smooth out any blow back 
to the shot gun from extreme propeller noise. I did three 
takes tethered and then detached and ran out of the camera 

angle as fast as I could. No respirators were on the set when 
we smoked it up, so remember to BYO.  I’ve since added 
more audio gear so I can send mixed or individual tracks to 
camera, flash, DAT or hard drive recorders. 
 So there you have it, my sound man in the jungle 
tale. I am based in Los Angeles and you can reach me at du-
tydukes@aol.com if you have any questions when you are 
about to head off to the jungle and you can see more of my 
work at www.inplaymediaarts.com. Did I say what I really 
want to do is direct?

Gary’s hi tech portable cart.
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By Peter & Caroline Bentley

Digital Hybrid WirelessTM

US Patent 7,225,135

Busy little bundle.

Up to 8 channels in one little 78 oz. 
package, with built-in power and 
antenna distribution and two full 
sets of balanced outputs. 

That’s what you’ll have with four 
SRa/5P receivers and two “L” type 
batteries bundled together in the 
Octopack.

It just happens to be an ideal size to 
pair up with portable mixers and 
digital recorders. The performance is 
up to the task on a cart, and the size 
and weight are ready for a bag.

And yes, it’s coming soon. Power it with external DC or common video camera 
batteries. The batteries also provide automatic backup 
power if the external source fails.

www.lectrosonics.com

Made in the USA by a Bunch of Fanatics



 It is Monday, 5.30 a.m. Two alarms go off in 
synchronized fashion, just in case one of them should fail 
to work.  I shower and grab a cup of just brewed coffee 
(an essential part of any Hollywood activity) . I take a few 
minutes to look over the shooting schedule for the day and 
then I am off! Luckily, the freeway is nearby and before I 
know it, I am frantically merging across four lanes of 85 
mile an hour traffic; pedal to the metal. This part of the 
journey makes the Autobahn seem like a walk in the park. 
Fortunately, my commute to Pasadena is only about 30 
minutes, which by L.A. standards is as wonderful as Santa 
coming early.
 Upon arriving, I following the Mad Men signs to 
the parking area. Here I am directed by a crew member 
through the maze of vehicles (or “The Circus” as I lov-
ingly refer to it). All around me I see 18 wheelers, motor 
homes, small trucks, big trucks, red trucks, blue trucks, 
and sometimes even a few new trucks. As I navigate my 
way through the final shield of police protection, I come 
to my favorite truck of all. This is the catering truck where 
Chef Michael greets me with a smile and a BLT.  Michael 
produces many wonderful creations from within these four 
walls, often with the loving care of an Italian grandmother. 
As I munch on my BLT, I shoot the breeze with a few of 
the crew members before boarding the shuttle van headed 
for the set. 

 When I arrive at the set, my two talented assistants 
Chris Sposa and David Holmes are already hard at work. I 
glance at my watch and it is 7 am sharp. According to the 
call sheet, today’s filming will be done outside in what is 
referred to as “exterior” shooting. January Jones, one of 
our principle female stars arrives shortly afterwards with 
her entourage and a horse in tow. Yes, this is a real horse. 
In the scene, she will be riding a horse and talking to some 
of her friends about life with her husband on the show - 
Jon Hamm. After a rehearsal that takes about 30 minutes, 
January is whisked away to have her hair and makeup 
done. This makeover will include a transformation back in 
time to 1962. 
 At this point, the crew begins the process of 
preparing for the upcoming scene. Various things are to 
be considered such as lighting, sound, camera angles, and 
props among other things. My team, which is responsible 
for producing the sound, begins discussions on how we 
will record the scene. Other departments do the same as 
it relates to their specialty. Around 9.00 a.m. our 1st AD, 
Nina Jack, calls for first team, summoning the actors from 
their trailers. At this point, we proceed with more rehears-
als to ensure that everyone is on the same page before ‘put-
ting it on film’.
 By now, the sun has risen well above the Califor-
nia mountains. The morning filming goes off without a 

 

MAD  MEN
A  Production Sound Mixer’s Perspective

A Day on the Set of the Hit Series:

By Peter & Caroline Bentley

Peter Bentley Chris Sposa David Holmes
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hitch and before I know it, lunch is being called. Consider-
ing that I am an avid food lover, this is one of the highlights 
of my day! From somewhere in the distance we can hear 
Chef Michael announcing his four course meal with all the 
trimmings. At this point, I know I have a big decision to 
make. Should I go with the spicy curry or the rack of lamb? 
Both will be phenomenal.  Decisions, decisions.  My palms 
begin to sweat, my heart rate mildly accelerates. As I get 
closer, I decide to put my fate in Michael’s hands and let 
him chose for me. Much to my delight he loads my plate 
with both. Safe! All is well in Hollywood lunch land. After 
my delicious meal, I help myself to an espresso and begin to 
mentally prepare for the second part of my day.

 In a nut shell, this is how the afternoon unfolds. 
The director shouts “Action”. There is some horse riding 
and some talking, and then the director yells “Cut”. Of 
course this take wasn’t perfect so we go again. Action – rid-
ing – talking – cut. Because each scene has to be shot from 
several camera angles, this can continue ad-nauseum.  More 
riding, more talking…you get the point. After several hours 
of all this Hollywood glamour, I am beginning to feel the 
rumblings of my stomach again. I wander over to the craft 
service table which is an ever-present buffet of the most de-
lightful treats and snacks imaginable. No matter what you’re 
craving might be, there is something to please on this show. 
After some musing, I settle on a fresh fruit cup, some beef 
jerky, and a handful of peanuts. Who said you can’t combine 
food groups? 
 With the speed that the sun came up, it is now going 
down. Time flies when you are having fun. The call sheet is 
just about complete and my assistant is celebrating that fact 
that we might get away with a short filming day. We have 
only been here 10 hours which is almost equivalent to a day 
off around these parts. How wrong we were. In a matter of 
minutes all hopes are dashed as the director informs us we 
will be shooting a scene that was missed two weeks ago. We 
all instinctively realize that the day was far from over.
 In an industry where time is referred to as million 
dollar minutes, everyone could feel the mounting pressure 
of the task that lay ahead. This “missed” scene is one in 
which January was talking to a friend in her living room 
about her husband, Jon Hamm. Now, given that we are on 
location in a horse stable and not January’s living room, you 
might be thinking – Houston, we have a problem. Not so. 
Our set-building team quickly gets to work. Within the hour 
they have erected two walls and assembled some furniture 
all within the horse stable. The lighting department then 
begins to light the set because by now the sun is nowhere in 
sight. So far, so good.  As the busy beavers are all at work, I 
suddenly notice that there are 15 horses tucked away in the 

stable. To make matters worse, they have just been given 
their evening meal and are apparently, thoroughly enjoying 
it! I can feel a mild panic rising. Now, for the average per-
son, the sound of 15 horses chewing might not seem like a 
deafening cacophony of noise. However, to my trained ear, 
this becomes a technical nightmare. Between the munch-
ing, shuffling, and whinnying, I know I will never be able 
to recreate the serene and peaceful sounds of a living room. 
At this point I go into problem solving mode, whereby I 
begin to channel both James Bond and MacGyver. One of 
them will provide me with inspiration! As I am channeling 
these two geniuses, I diplomatically have a word with the 
production company. I inform them that we are going to 
have to remove our fine, furry friends until the filming is 
complete. Suddenly, I am the least popular guy on the set 
(don’t worry - we all take turns with this position). Their 
primary complaint is that logistically it would take a lot of 
time and effort to remove the horses (remember the “mil-
lion dollar minute” motto). Finally, with the skill of a UN 
summit meeting, we reach a compromise. We would re-
move the 7 horses closest to the set, give the other 8 some 
more food and hope for the best.  About 3 hours later, we 
have completed the filming, (with a few additional takes 
for the sound department) and the director calls it a Wrap! 
Music to our ears. 
 From here, the route home is reversed. Short van 
ride, 30 minute car ride, and by 9:30 pm, I am being greet-
ed by my lovely wife, Patricia. So there it is - Day One of 
the week completed with only 14 hours from start to finish. 
My glass of wine was welcome, as was my light dinner. 
I informed my wife that I had scored some tickets to see 
Diana Ross at the Hollywood Bowl the following week-
end. She said: “Wow. A day on the set of Mad Men is not 
so bad”.  It took me very little time to fall asleep that night, 
so I could do it all over again the next day. As I drifted off 
into dream land, I found myself feeling grateful. After all, a 
day in the life of Tinsel Town isn’t so bad. 

Between the munching, shuffling, and whinnying, I know I will never be 
able to recreate the serene and peaceful sounds of a living room.

Two of Mad Men’s co-stars, Jon Hamm and January Jones.
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Requirements:
1: Non-linear Audio Recorder with built-in stable LTC 
(Linear TimeCode) generator (commonly Fostex, Sonosax, 
Sound Devices, Zaxcom) OR audio recorder with LTC 
input (Edirol R4Pro or Tascam HD-P2) and stable external 
LTC generator (Ambient or Denecke)
2: Camera with built-in stable LTC generator OR Camera 
with LTC input and external LTC generator (typically Am-
bient Lockit  or Denecke SBT) OR Camera (film or video) 
and timecode slate with stable internal clock (Denecke or 
Ambient)
3. Mac computer that meets the minimum requirements 
required by Final Cut Studio.
3: Final Cut Pro 6 or later

On Set Preparation
1: Choose a framerate (frames per second) and program it 
into any cameras, audio recorders and timecode slates.
Note: See timecode table below if you need help deciding.
2: Choose a timecode master.  This is typically the audio 
recorder unless on a multicam set in which case house sync 
may be preferred.
3: Set the timecode master to Free-run or Time-of-Day Run 
or and confirm that it is generating timecode.  
4: Specify and jam a timecode value in the “Jam” menu of 
the timecode master.  
Note: Usually it is preferable to jam time-of-day, but if the 
production day may run past midnight (23:59:59:00 + 1 
second) it may be preferable to start the day at an earlier 
arbitrary number (such as 01:00:00:00).  

5: Connect the “Timecode Out” of the timecode master to 
the “Timecode In” of a slave device like the camera, slate 
or sync box (one slave device at a time).
6: Jam all slave devices with the master timecode signal.
Note: “Jam” simply refers to synchronizing the clocks mo-
mentarily.  Once separated the clocks run at the same speed 
and continue to display the same time though there is no 
physical connection.
6A: Timecode Cameras: This is typically accomplished 
by entering the “Jam” menu on your camera and choosing 
“Jam.”
Note: Consult your timecode-enabled camera’s manual for 
camera-specific instructions.  
6B: Timecode Slates + Non-Timecode Camera: Confirm 
you are in “generate” mode.  With the master-timecode 
signal connected, power on the slate and open the sticks to 
confirm the numbers on the slate match the master-time-
code’s numbers.
6C: Tri-Level Sync Box (SBT) on Timecode Camera: 
Power on the sync box and notice a rapidly flashing LED.  
Connect master-timecode into the 1/8” female connector 
on the side and confirm the LED blinks much more slowly.  
Disconnect master timecode and connect the sync box “TC-
Out” to the camera’s “TC-In” and set the camera’s timecode 
to “External” or “TC Input.”  
Set dip-switches for your HD signal and connect the “Video 
Sync” out of the SBT to the “Genlock” or “Video Sync” in 
of the camera.  This ensures the cameras shutter is in sync 
with the timecode being supplied by the lock-it box.
6D: Ambient Lockit Box on Timecode Camera: Set your 
dip switches on the Lockit according to the manual and 
connect master-timecode signal in the Lockit.  Power on the 
Lockit and confirm the LED is blinking slowly.  Disconnect 
master timecode and connect the sync box “TC-Out” to the 
camera’s “TC-In” and set the camera’s timecode to “Exter-
nal” or “TC Input.”  
Set dip-switches for your HD signal and connect the “Video 
Sync” out of the Lockit to the “Genlock” or “Video Sync” 
in of the camera.  This ensures the cameras shutter is in 
sync with the timecode being supplied by the Lockit box.

Syncing BWF in 
Final Cut Pro
By Robert Kennedy

Tech Zone 
Cheat Sheets | Final Cut Pro
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Tech Zone
Cheat Sheets | PSC Solice Audio Mixer

7: Do a sanity check by confirming the timecode on all 
jammed slave units matches the timecode of the master unit 
after you have jammed them all and removed any hard-line 
connection to the master unit.
8: Smart Slate Only: Ensure that the slate is held with the 
sticks open in full view of a rolling camera for EACH 
TAKE.  It is important that the numbers on the slate ad-
vance while the camera is rolling!  Good practice is to 
identify the scene and take and clap the sticks though this is 
not essential.
9: Start and stop the audio recorder and cameras separately 
without worrying about syncing!
10: Collect media from cameras and audio recorder and 
pass along to editorial.

Editorial Procedure:
10: Ingest the video footage while maintaining the timecode 
provided on set.  Copy the audio files to a sub-directory 
near the video footage.  Copy all of these originals to a 
back-up drive and store it separately.
11: Open Final Cut Pro (FCP) and import your video and 
audio files.
12: If necessary, identify and rename your video and audio 
files so that you are aware which files belong together.
13: Smart Slate Only: Load each video clip in the viewer 
and use the cursor to select a spot on the timeline while the 
slate has advancing numbers.  Highlight the video in the 
“Browser” window and choose “Modify>Timecode” from 
the pull-down menu.
13A: Smart Slate Only: In the pop-up “Modify Timecode” 
dialogue the “Frame To Set” should be “Current.”  See Note 
below! Enter the timecode shown on the smart slate in the 
viewer to the “timecode” field of “Source TC:” or “Aux 
TC:” Select your format and rate to match the settings on 

your footage and press “OK.”
*Note: If there is a valid timecode (anything other than 
00:00:00:00) in the “Source TC:” then it is best to leave it 
alone and modify the timecode field in the Aux TC menu.   
Once a timecode field is modified it is written to the file and 
the previous entry is lost forever!  Such timecode may be 
needed if a post-conform is needed or the footage must be 
re-ingested.  Always keep an original back-up.
14: Select the video and audio you wish to sync together and 
choose “Modify>Merge Clips” from the pull-down menu.  
For “Synchronize Using:” choose the “Timecode” option. 
Press “OK.”
15: Name the resulted “merged” file appropriately and add it 
to an empty sequence.
Note:  FCP may ask if you want to change the sequence 
settings to match the clip settings, choose “Yes.”  If it does 
not, make sure you have enough audio tracks in your empty 
sequence to accommodate your merged file (remember on-
camera audio is included!).  You may add additional audio 
tracks by selecting “Sequence>Insert Tracks” and adding the 
desired # of audio tracks.
16: Confirm that your files were synced successfully by 
playing back a portion of the sequence timeline with ac-
tive audio and listening to playback.  A more visual way to 
confirm sync is to compare the waveforms of scratch audio 
recorded on camera with the synced audio.   This method 
works especially well if a scratch track (copy of the inde-
pendently recorded audio) was provided to the camera dur-
ing production.
17: Select the camera scratch tracks with redundant audio 
while holding down the “alt/option” key (to prevent select-
ing the entire merged clip) and press “Delete” to remove 
them.  
18: Normalize, listen to desired tracks and edit!

Tech Zone 
Cheat Sheets | Final Cut Pro
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Tech Zone 
Cheat Sheets | Sound Devices 788T
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
Juiced Link

Juiced Link
 Camcorder amplifiers can be noisy, especially at high gain.  Take, for example, the 
AK4646 integrated circuit used some new camera designs.  The AK4646 is a stereo CODEC 
with a built-in microphone amplifier and ALC (Auto Level Control) circuit.  The signal-to-noise 
ratio indicated by the AK4646 shows that the SNR is about 9dB better when the chip is pro-
grammed for low-gain versus high-gain.
 This limitation in camcorder circuitry becomes especially critical while recording fine 
audio detail (such as dialogue), or when using less sensitive mics.
 Although some mics may have very high sensitivity (such as the AT4073 shotgun mic 
with 70mV/Pa), this is not generally the case.  For instance, industry workhorse shotgun mics 
such as the Rode NTG2/NTG1 have sensitivities around 15mV/Pa.  Also, shotgun mics tend to 
be one of the more sensitive microphone types.  Pencil cardioid / hypercardioid condensers, la-
valieres, and handhelds are typically less sensitive.  Industry workhorse examples of these types 
of mics include the Oktava MK012 hypercardioid (10mV/Pa), AT803 lavaliere (5mV/Pa), and 
the AT8004 handheld (2.8mV/Pa).
 To achieve the best SNR performance from your equipment, you will need to turn off 
the camcorder ALC, and manually throttle back the camcorder gain.  Then, use the juicedLink 
low-noise preamps to replace the noisy camcorder gain with clean gain.  Having the juicedLink 
low-noise preamps do the heavy lifting allows you to achieve a better overall signal-to-noise 
performance while recording fine audio detail, such as dialogue.  This is especially critical if 
you are not able to use a mic with exceptional sensitivity.
 The juicedLink provides an amplified mic level signal via a minijack cable.  It can add 
XLR inputs to the minijack mic inputs on camcorders, DSLR, and portable digital recorders. 



PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT
Fostex FM-3  Portable Mixer

Fostex FM-3  Portable Field Mixer

•Highly visible Organic EL display with high resolution 
metering offering both VU and Peak level. You can also 
choose Stereo or Mono indication.

•The display will also show various mixer setting param-
eters, such as Mic/Line and Phantom power ON/OFF 
selections.

•3ch input (Line/Mic) and 2ch main outputs are equipped 
with high quality signal transformers to resist external 
noise.

•Sub output and Tape output, offers an AUX output that 
you can choose which channel to be assigned.

•A dedicated monitor return input to check the audio from 
VTR or Camera feeds.

•AUX input can also be merged to the stereo bus in ad-
dition to the monitoring feature. Cascade connection is 
possible.

•Main and sub outputs offer switchable level settings at 
+4/0/ -20/ -60.

•The output has an analog limiter using VCA. The param-
eter adjustment is available for threshold and ratio.

•Two headphone outputs are available with standard and 

Balanced 3ch input and 2ch main outputs have individual high quality signal transformers. 
In addition, the FM-3 offers a wide variety of sub outputs. Armored in a solid aluminum body 
and containing a newly developed Organic EL display. The FM3 will stand up in any field 
mixing environment.

mini jacks. You can choose a desired channel and PFL via 
the monitor selector switch.

•Light but robust aluminum body construction. Large solid 
aluminum fader knobs are exclusively machined for the 
FM-3.

•High quality fader POT’s offer superb reliability in severe 
work conditions. The faders use high quality conductive 
plastic and a strong metal shaft construction.

•Pop up knobs are used for TRIM, HPF and MASTER to 
avoid inadvertent operation.

•8x AA batteries will power the mixer (either Alkaline or 
NiMH). The FM-3 will also run on DC12-24V external 
power.

•Alkaline batteries will run for approx. 6 hours (under test). 
The remaining battery capacity will be displayed on both the 
Organic EL display and LED indicator.

•DC output is available via a HIROSE HR10A-4P connec-
tor. Useful to power up an external device such as Wireless 
Receiver.

•Small and light design with Dimensions; 188mm (W) x 
57mm (H) x 156mm (D) and Weight; approx. 1.5kg (inc. 
batteries)
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Q
Q
The ratio of reactance to resistance in a series circuit, or 
the ratio of resistance to reactance in a parallel circuit

Quick Release (terminal)
A means for securing a wire conductor to a terminal con-
nector that permits easy attachment and removal. Often 
a spring-loaded clip, which needs only to be pressed to 
either secure or detach a cable end.

Quantization
In signal processing, quantization is the process of ap-
proximating a continuous range of values (or a very large 
set of possible discrete values) by a relatively-small set of 
discrete symbols or integer values.  After sampling, sound 
signals are usually represented by one of a fixed number 
of values, in a process known as pulse-code modulation 
(PCM).

Quasi-Parametric
A type of equalizer. A quasi-parametric (also known as 
“semi-parametric”) EQ will allow control over the fre-
quency and gain of each band of equalization, but not the 
number of frequencies controlled (bandwidth). 

Quiescent Current
Describes the current used by a when it is in standby.

R
Radio Data System (RDS)
Radio Data System, or RDS, is a communications protocol 
standard for embedding small amounts of digital infor-
mation in conventional FM radio broadcasts. The RDS 
system standardizes several types of information transmit-
ted, including time, station identification and programme 
information.

Radio Frequency (RF)
A frequency or rate of oscillation within the range of about 
3 Hz to 300 GHz. This range corresponds to frequency of 
alternating current electrical signals used to produce and 
detect radio waves. Since most of this range is beyond the 

vibration rate that most mechanical systems can respond 
to, RF usually refers to oscillations in electrical circuits.

RAM
Random Access Memory.  Computer memory that can 
both be written to and read from. 

Range (Audio)
A system’s frequency transmission limits, beyond which 
the frequency is attenuated below a specified tolerance. 
Also, the frequency band or bands within which a receiver 
or component is designed to operate.

Rarefaction
In sound waves, the opposite of compression. 

RE
The inherent Direct Current resistance of a speaker’s voice 
coil.

Reactance
In AC circuits, whether passive or active, a form of fre-
quency dependent resistance produced by inductors. Such 
an inductive loading will allow all DC current to pass 
without change, but will attenuate various, mostly higher 
frequencies, depending on the coil.

Resistance
Most all conductors of electrons exhibit a property called 
resistance. Resistance impedes the flow of current. It is 
measured in units called Ohms. Resistors typically reduce 
the flow of electrons.

Resonance
The tendency for a mechanical or electrical systems to 
vibrate or resonate sympathetically at a certain frequency 
when stimulated by external energy. 

Reverb
Reverberation is the persistence of sound in a particular 
space after the original sound is removed.

RF Modulator
An RF modulator (for radio frequency modulator) is a de-
vice that takes a baseband input signal and outputs a radio 
frequency-modulated signal.
Ringing
The tendency for any vibrating surface to continue to pro-
duce the same frequency. This is limited by the decay time 
over which the inertia of other forces act to repress the mo-
tion. In acoustics, this tendency is known as reverberance. 

Tech Zone 
Audio Glossary Q-R-S
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Ripple (Amplifier)
A train of pulses that occurs when AC is changed to DC 
via a rectifier. These pulses are left on the DC if not filtered 
and regulated properly, or if too much current is being 
drawn.

Ripple (Speaker)
The maximum deviation from flat response, measured in 
decibels-it indicates the port’s effect on woofer output.

RMS
Root Mean Square is a formula that provides a reasonably 
accurate means of measuring and comparing continu-
ous AC power. The use of this measure is preferred when 
matching system components, like amplifiers and reciev-
ers.

Roll Off
A graduated reduction in the strength of audio output 
above and below certain specified frequencies.

Rotary Volume
An analog or linear volume control operated with a knob 
to raise and lower the volume, as opposed to separate digi-
tal “up and down” pushbuttons or pushbar.

S
Selectivity
Tuner specification which defines the tuner’s ability to 
reject adjacent station interference.

Sensitivity (Efficiency)
The Efficiency or Sensitivity rating indicates how effec-
tively a speaker converts electrical power from the ampli-
fier into sound pressure. 

Signal processors
Electronic devices which alter sound either to achieve a 
particular effect or to solve a problem with that sound (e.g. 
delays, compressors, reverbs, noise gates, equalizers).

Signal To Noise Ratio
A measurement of noise level in a device compared 
to the level of the signal. Higher numbers signify a 
greater difference, which is better. In technical terms, 
it is the ratio, expressed in dB, of signal power at a 
reference point in a circuit, to the noise information 

Tech Zone 
Audio Glossary Q-R-S
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that would exist if the signal were removed (the noise 
floor). The maximum signal to noise ratio (equivalent 
to dynamic range) of a given piece of equipment can 
be seen as a measure of functional fidelity. This ratio 
is how much absolute noise it produces, compared to 
the highest signal voltage it can pass without distor-
tion.

Slope
The rate of change that a frequency response curve 
displays, normally stated in dB per Octave. Among 
other things, Slope can relate to Roll Off rates in 
Crossover action, low-end roll off and roll on rates 
and other forms of increasing or decreasing response.

Sound Field
The totality of the sound presented by the audio 
system. This includes the sound as it was recorded, 
mixed, transported, reproduced, and finally heard by 
the listener.

Sound Shaping
A sophisticated cicuit that defines the parameters of 
the sonic experience with a blending of directional 
and tonal adjustments to acheive both realistic and 
synthetic effects.

Sound Power
The total amount of acoustical energy produced by a 
sound source and measured in Joules per second. 

Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
An acoustic measurement of sound energy. 1 dB SPL 
is the smallest increment in sound level to which the 
average human is sensitive. Theoretically, 0 dB SPL is 
the threshold of human hearing while approximately 
120 dB is the threshold of pain.

Streaming
A technique for transferring data such that it can be 
processed as a steady and continuous stream. Stream-
ing technologies are often used on the Internet be-
cause many users do not have fast enough access to 
download large multimedia files quickly, so the client 
browser or plug-in can start displaying the data before 
the entire file has been transmitted.






